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CHARITABLE ALUMNUS
BGSU ALUMNUS JAMES BAILEY DELIVERS LEADERSHIP SPEECH AND
DONATES $1,000,000
By Julie Restivo
REPORTER
Shivering, 1967 University graduate lames
iBailey admitted that it had been 40 years since
I he was a student at Bowling Green, and had forIgotten how cold and windy it was.
Within the forty years since his departure,
IBailey has led a successful life. Last night, he
lused his professional experience to advise stuI dents on the topic of leadership. I lis speech
I was titled, "A Call for 21 st Century
|Leadership."
This was the first Arts &
■Science's
Distinguished
lAlumni Lecture. Based on
iBailey's work, it was obvious
Iwhy he was introduced as "the
■perfect individual to inaugurate
■there lectures."
For 28 years, Bailey was dedicatled to his career at Citibank. He manlaged its North American Consumer Bank and
ICredit Card Business. He was responsible for
■organizations and led as many as 25,000 individ■uals with offices in 100 countries.
JuiM DiFnncoBG News Bai|ey admits that he failed retirement
ALUMNUS: James Bailey delivers because shortly after retiring as Citibank's execua speech on leadership yesterday
p.r,,
in room 308 of the Union.
AtUMNUS. PAGE 2

Pianist to
perform at
U. tomorrow

By David Schrag
IHE BC NEWS

Holding a grudge is not part of
1967 University graduate lames
Baileys repertoire. Receiving a
"C" in his first math class at the
University didn't stop him from
getting his master's degree in
\ mathematics.
And it
didn't stop
him from
donating
lmillion to
the University
yesterday.
Yesterday the gift given by
lames and his wife Judy will be
used to create an endowed professorship as well as two
endowed scholarships.
After graduating from the
University Bailey then got his
master's degree in mathematics
at New York University in 1970.
Using his two degrees, Bailey
spent a 28 year career at Citibank,

where he managed its North
American Consumer Bank and
Credit Card business. Then he
retired. But it didn't last long.
Shortly after retiring as
Citibank's executive vice president he took a job as the vice
president of U.S. Trust's Product
Management Group.
The couple's cash contribution
of $500,000 will be split into three
parts, with $250,000 towards the
creation of an endowed professorship in mathematics education in the College of Arts and
Sciences: $125,000 for endowment of a scholarship for students in the College of Education
and Human Development, and
anolher$125,000 for an endowed
scholarship for students in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The $500,000 remaining will be
a deferred gift through the
Baileys' estate benefiting the
same areas.
In his speech Bailey said their
DONATION. PAGE 2

FEEDBACK NEEDED: Chenhui Hu
sits in front of a computer in the
Frank C. Ogg Science and Health
Library.
Tight budget and a dwindling
number of visitors to the facility
has spurred the Ad Hoc Faculty
Senate Committee to create an
online survey to help shape future
planning for future of the library.
The library currently houses information and resources for over 10
departments, colleges and
University programs affiliated with
the sciences.

Latova Hunter

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from vveather.com
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Faculty and students can take the
survey until April 12 by visiting:
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ir/rJn
lineSurvey/otlieroffice/Ogg.htm

Ashley Kurtz 6G New

Highway sniper might face death
By Andrew Welsh-Hubris
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio —
The man arrested in the
deadly string of highway
shootings that terrorized
Ohio drivers for months
was indicted Thursday on
a murder charge that could
bring the death penalty.
CharlesA.McCoyJr.,28,
was also charged with
numerous other offenses,
including attempted murder, assault and vandalism,
in half of the 24 shootings.
The murder charge covers the only death in the
case, that of 62-year-old
GailKnisley.
Other cases covered by
the charges include an Oct.

19 shooting at a tractortrailer on Interstate 270, a
Nov. 11 shooting into an
elementary school, and
two shootings within minutes of each other Feb. 8
from an Interstate 71 overpass.
He was captured March
17 in Las Vegas, two days
after investigators released
his photo and a description of his car.
The aggravated murder
charge says the offense
was committed "as part of
a course of conduct involving the purposeful killing
of or attempt to kill two or
more persons."
McCoy lives a half-mile
north of the stretch of 1-270

where the shootings were
concentrated. Lab tests
showed that bullets from
nine of the shootings —
including the one that
killed Knisley — were fired
from the same gun.
Police and relatives have
said McCoy is mentally ill,
and one of his attorneys
has said McCoy's mental
health could become a
part of the case.
He was captured after a
Las Vegas man, Conrad
Malsom,
recognized
McCoy from news reports
and did a little of his own
detective work to find
McCoy's car parked at the
motel.

SUNDAY
Mostly
Cloudy

IN THE MONEY: President Sidney Ribeau accepts a
$1 million check from alumnus James Bailey and his
wife Judy. The money will be used tor endowments
for the University.

SCIENCE LIBRARY IN QUESTION

REPORTER

At age 21, pianist Lang Lang doesn't spend his days going to
class or work. He doesn't spend it at the recreation center or the
union, like most his age. But then again, he doesn't need to. He
instead wakes up to play at Carnegie Hall or perhaps with the
New York Philharmonic.
Tomorrow Lang will spend his day visiting the campus as
part of the University's Festival Series in the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Lang has been invited as a special guest to close out the
annual series and play a number of of his individual classical
selections
Bom in Shen Yang, China, Lang has been playing the piano
since the age of three and has since won numerous awards and
worldwide recognition. From playing with orchestras in Europe,
Asia and the U.S., Lang has done more at his age than most will
do in a lifetime.
The noted pianist has appeared on The Tonight Show with lay
Leno and has recently been featured in Teen People asoneofthe
"Top Twenty Teens Who Will Change the World".
Lang, who recently graduated from the prominent Curtis
Institute in Philadelphia, has also released two recordings which
have both been on the Billboard Charts.
According to Deborah Fleitz, Director of Public Events for the
College of Musical Arts, Lang Lang is an outstanding performer.
"When you look at someone having an international career
and he's only 21, he must be doing something special—and he
is," declares Fleitz.
Starting at 8p.m. in Kobacker Hall, Lang's program will
include "Piano Sonata In C Major" by Franz Joseph Haydn,
"Fantasy in C Major" by Franz Schubert and "Andante Spianato
et Grande polonaise brilliante in E-Flat, Op.22" by Frederic
Chopin, among others.
"Tb think that he will come to the University and then he will
be playing in London or Paris is amazing" Fleitz adds.
After Lang played with the London Philharmonic, one
reporter expressed the pianist's ability to capture his audience
and gives the University a sense of what can be expected as this
performance.
"This was the excitement of youth daring its utmost—playing the piano as though it were an entire orchestra" said the
reporter from The Times in London.
Tickets for Lang's show are currently on sale at the box office
until Friday from noon to 6 p.m. There are special rush tickets
available to students for $10 with a valid University I.D.

David schraj BG News

High:54'
Low: 34"

Jay liPrite AP Ptmfo
SNIPER: Suspected highway sniper Charles A. McCoy Jr.,
(right) talks with his lawyer, Mike Miller, during his preliminary hearing Tuesday in Columbus. After the hearing,
Judge Michael Brandt ruled prosecutors had enough evidence to take the shooting before a grand jury.
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Detroit homicide rate rises
By Mrienne Schwisow
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT (AP) — A woman
and four children were tied up
and beaten to death in this city,
which had already had been
shaken by a surge of killings this
year.
A 13-year-old girl escaped from
the house where a 33-year-old

woman, a 16-year-old boy and
three girls, ages 9 to 14, were
found dead Thursday. The girl
alerted authorities, who took a
suspect into custody, police said.
Police gave no motive for the
slayings and released no other
information on the victims or the
suspect.
Deputy Chief Cara Best said

police found the weapon they
believe was used. But Best would
not say what it was.
Dozens of people stood behind
yellow police tape that blocked
off the street in front of the grayish bungalow. Trash was strewn
in the street and in nearby vacant
lots.
A group of five young women

tive vice president in 2000, he
joined U.S. Trust's Product
Management Group as executive
vice president. He is also active in
service to his profession and the
community, serving on the VISA
Board of Directors and the board
of directors of the Depository
Trust Corp.
Currently, Bailey keeps himself
busy with other organizations
such as the Visiting Nurse Service
of New York, the College of Arts &
Sciences at New York University,
Georgetown University School of
Medicine, and the Bowling Green
State University Foundation
Board.

With only mathematic degrees,
its amazing how versatile Bailey
is. He used history as a tool for
delivering his speech.
Bailey discussed the eight discrete qualities needed to be a
good leader. With each of the
qualities, he matched a former
president that possessed those
qualities.
•Thomas lefferson. Bailey said,
was an individual with a vision.
•Franklin D. Roosevelt had
optimistic communication skills
•Ronald Regan was focused on
his priorities.
•Abraham Lincoln had courage
of conviction.
•Dwight Eisenhower always

The killings came amid a wave
of violence that has swept the city
since the beginning of the year.
After a significantly reduced
homicide rate in 2003, Detroit
began the year averaging about a
killing a day.
On Feb. 16, two police officers
were gunned down during a traffic stop. On Sunday, a toddler was

prepared relentlessly.
•Truman was able to take risks
and make decisions.
•George Washington was a
steward of other people's
resources.
i
•Teddy Roosevelt had passion.
Bailey's description of these
leaders was eye-opening and
inspirational.
Kellie Murphy, who attended
the lecture, was impressed with
Bailey's words.
"His examples and descriptions of these leaders were very
encouraging," she said. "I also
agreed with him when he was
explaining that you can't motivate
by fear but by showing that you

DONATION, FROM PAGE 1
decision to provide these
endowments to the University
came down to a few reasons.
"Teachers are what we need
more of, it's an under appreciated skill in our community," he
said. "Teachers have the opporninity to tum people on or turn
people off."
One of the reasons the money
was allocated to these specific
places is he feels the arts is under
some pressure, and people need

the arts.
"The arts are very important
whether it's dance, music, graphic arts, painting or sculpture,"
Bailey said. "If we rubbed all of
the arts away, if it just wasn't
there, it would be a pretty dull
world."
There were some other contributing factors and one of
them was a matter of being sort
of a good Samaritan since they
were able to contribute.
"I guess the third reason is it
really just feels pretty good,"
Bailey said.

All of the parties involved
appreciated the gift and believe
it will help the students and faculty benefit greatly.
"Wfe are very grateful to the
Baileys for choosing to endow
this scholarship," Dr. losue Cruz,
dean of the College of Education
and Human Development said.
"The fact that this new scholarship is renewable provides a
great incentive for the recipients
to work hard and do well academically in order to continue to
receive the award."

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Howards to host benefit
show for No Harm
On Sunday April 4th the non-profit
organization No Harm will be at
1 towards Club IT from 3 p.m. until 2 a.m.

The group, which helps people in need,
will be hosting several bands, giving out
information on safer sex. and registering
people to vote. There is a $5 cover
charge, with those registering to vote
receiving $1 off.

Did You 7s

Why Onions Make You Cry

Know?

accidentally killed when a
woman taking care of her handled a shotgun carelessly, police
said. The woman was charged
with involuntary manslaughter.

Ample reasons for endowments

Characteristics of past
presidents aid man
ALUMNUS, FROM PAGE 1

arrived on the scene and were
taken aside by police. They then
began weeping, moaning and
yelling, "No!"
A young man came running
across a field, yelling, "Where's
my sister? Where's my sister?" He
approached a group of people
and threw himself on the grass,
crying.

When you cut an onion, the contents on each side of the membrane mix and cause a chemical reaction.
This reaction produces molecules such as ethylsufine which make your eyes water.
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Worship With Us! f

Sunday @ 10:30 am

Sunday School-9:30 a.m
Worship -10:45 a.m.

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

Join us for Monthly Suppers for College Students

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green, OH 419.686.8117

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green
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ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH

.is Mill .iir

9:30 a.m. Worship
153441 Gorrill Road

uaz

6:00 p.m.-Acts 2:42 Groups
senior pastor: scott estep

a church on the move

Saturday Worship
with Communion
each Saturday
evening
5:00 p.m

419.352.2289

WORSHIP: (across from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot)
■ Weekend Liturgies - Sal. 5p.m.; Sun. 10 & Noon, 7:00p.m.
• Rosarv Prayer Group held every Sunday in St. Thomas
More's Merlon Room (connected to the chapel) at 6:30p.m.
• Sacrament of Reconciliation - 4:15-4:45 Saturday or by
appointment.

Dayspring Assembly of Qod
17360 N Dixie Hwy • Just North of the Woodland Toum Center
Free Transportation Available, call Pastor Pete at 419-352-0672
College link: tvivui.daysprmgassemnly.org/college.htm

"His Presence, Our Purpose"
Sunday Morning Worship Services
- 8:30am 8 10:30am
Monday Evening Fresh Encounter
- 7:00pm
T

Come and See...
Out dootA ate aCcueitfA afie*t!

Wednesday ■
Night Praise ■
A Contemporary
Celebration
7:00 p ni

Sunday Worship
X 30 K 11 00 a in

College
Bible Study
& Worship
Monday 9 00 pm
& also Sunday

VOLUNTEER SERVICE:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc.

iysprtng
.

www.sttoms.com/email: into@sttoms.com

3 I 5 S. College Drive - i Mocks south of Campus
(419) 353-9305 or 353-6675
Rev. Dale L. Schaefer

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
• Rev.ChrkYoung
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FORMER COLLEGE FOOTBALL COACH TALKS
Bill McCartney, former college football coach and
founder of Promise Keepers, will be on campus this
Friday. McCartney will talk about his successful
coaching career at the University of Colorado. The
presentation will begin at 6.pm. in the Union ballroom. Tickets are $25 in advance, $35 at the door and
$10 for University employees.

OSU improperly handles rape

THE BLOTTER
Wednesday, March 31
Officer assisted another
agency with a search
warrant in Commons.

CAMPUS
THE ASS0CIMED PRESS

An employee was transported by ambulance to
the Wood County
Hospital after she fell
and injured her shoulder in Commons.

CLEVELAND — A college
security watchdog group has
accused Ohio State University of
breaking federal law by failing to
adequately assist a student who
said she was raped in a campus
dormitory two years ago.
Security on Campus Inc., a
nonprofit organization that monThe Toledo Police
itors safety at universities nationwide, has filed a complaint with
Department requested
the U.S. Department of
the assistance of the
Education accusing OSU of vioUniversity's Bomb
lating several provisions of the
Jeanne Clery Act.
Technician in
The act, named after a 19-yearPerrysburg.
old Lehigh University student
who was raped and murdered on
campus in 1986, outlines proceA report of telephone
dures that colleges and universiharassment was
ties must follow when crimes are
received from a resident reported on or near campus.
The complaint says Ohio State
in Dunbar.

University Police are
investigating an accident that occurred in
Lot 16.
A TV was reported
stolen from the third
floor lounge in Ashley
Hall.
Complainant reported
her vehicle was struck
by ft hit-skip driver while
parked in Lot 5.

broke the law by failing to proper- for Security on Campus Inc.,
Ihe lawsuits allege Goldstein, a
ly advise the student who report- based in King of Prussia, Pa.
high school classmate, raped the
Elizabeth Conlisk, a spokes- student in her dorm. The lawsuits
ed the rape of available options
and support services.
woman for OSU, declined com- also charge that the university did
"Because the student reported ment other than to say she is con- nothing to protect her and other
her assault within 24 hours, it fident the university follows the students.
would have been especially criti- Clery Act guidelines "in a very
Goldstein's attorney, Max
cal for the purposes of gathering detailed way."
Kravitz, said his client has been
forensic evidence to transport her
The student filed two lawsuits falsely accused.
to the hospital for examination in I'ebniary against OSU and the
Goldstein has been indicted in
and medical care," the complaint man she accused of rape, leremy Franklin County Common Pleas
says.
Goldstein of Beachwood. She Court on two counts of rape. No
The complaint says no crime sued Goldstein in U.S. District trial date has been set.
report was made until four Court in Cleveland and the
months after the student report- school in the Ohio Court of
Qaims.
ed the assault to police.
Violation of (he Clery Act can
result in fines of up to $27,500 per
violation and additional loss in
federal education funds.
It may be several months
Check out the on-line Schedule of Classes,
before the Department of
which is more up-to-date then the printed version at
Education reviews the complaint,
said Daniel Carter, a spokesman
http://webaDps.bgsu.edu/classes/search.php

tivgUtiailvu Ually Tip*

Sponsored by Advising Network
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2 Bedroom, 2 Baths
w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal,
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available

• Apts #1-12
Apts #25-39

>.\
• REMODELED
Apts #13-24

ymgum * electric
/starting at
i S625/mo ♦ gis+electric
I.
(limit 4)

One of BG's newest complexes

<&L

(^TJr^TTrTSrei
IF'AFtL lAIVItNTJFUNKADELIC
THE GODFATHER OF. FUNK
[MAKING HIS FIRST EVER]
TOLEDO 'Al'I'tAIWNCE!!!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 Bedroom Apartments
•2 Full Baths -Air Conditioning
•Microwaves 'Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

QUO §CXf QQk

Starting at

$900/month
plus Utilities

\

(New kitchens, New Carpet, & Tile Floors)

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

_

506, 514, 524 N. ENTERPRISE

/starting at
"SS650/mo

(unfurnished)

Wf

SATURDAY
3RD, 2004

ZZ

RiOO PM DOORS / GENERAL ADMISSION

HEADLINERS
4600 M„ DETROIT AVE. TOLEDO, OHIO
INFO? HKADLINERSTOLEDO.COM OR 4I0.803.5J00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL IICKtlMABTEH
OUTLETS OALL 418 4741333 - AND ALL ALLIED
RECORD LOCATIONS CALL 4IBS38 77BO

C419) 352-0717
www.
greenbriarrentals.com

Ben Stiller 'A

Jack

Black

^A on His

Success didn't
go to his head,
it went to
his neighbor.

V
There's a way to
improve your grades
next fall that blows
away PDAs, the Internet,
tutors, or dating a good
note-taker.
While you're home this
summer, just knock off
a few core graduation
requirements or major
prerequisites at
Columbus State.
Our short-term courses
let you do a full-credit
class in a month to six

Put
yourself
into some

summer,
classes at
Columbus
State, and
put yourself
ahead next
fall.

weeks, so you might
be able to squeeze in a
couple courses.
We've got your back on
credit transfers too.
Our academic advisors
will show you the ropes
on getting all those
hours to hit your
transcript.
Call us or visit our website for more information
on taking summer
courses at Columbus
State.

Convenient Campus Centers
Dublin
Gahanna

Goodale lEkxlncul IToJes Center)
Downtown Main campus
Marysvlllc

Southeast
Southwest at Bollon Field
South-western at Grove City
VSeslerville

PG 13 nuarnnrnaucMmns^
Education thai WORKS.

1-800-621-6407
614-287-5353

l33BMrJHU«BNfllRaR&9

FOR UIHWglUWSBtUM/CTUuI HUMPH

MCTUSlksr

.-niMiiii

msmtasancsi

COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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OPINION

"Those weapons of mass destruction have
got to be somewhere."
President GEORGE W. BL'SH.al the Radio and Television Correspondents'
Association 60lh annual dinner.commentingon a photo of
himself searching under furniture.
tnewswdcown)

Toxic cleanup effort not cut and dry
wire

' Miinii'Mthi

Recently, the Environmental
Protection Agency proposed
removing from its Superhind list
the flagship toxic waste area in
Niagara Falls, N.Y., known as
Love Canal.
The EPA created Superfund,
the federal program to clean up
uncontrolled hazardous waste
sites around the country, partly
in response to the severe contamination at Love Canal. While
dclisting the site might signify a

big step forward for the program,
it is premature to declare a victory, and the controversy is
twofold.
Toxic waste cleanup is not a
black and white undertaking.
Declaring a site "clean" simply
means it is much safer than it
was — there is no way to completely undo severe toxic contamination once it has happened.
As in Love Canal's case, the pollution can be contained, con-

trolled and to some extent treated — but the area will never
return to its original state,
despite $400 million put toward
its cleanup.
Supcrfund's goal is to eliminate human healdi risks, and the
EPA believes that goal has been
reached. While diere are no
hard-and-fast standards to
define "clean," reduced risk is
clear.
Superfund also aims to lay the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Gen. Ed. courses
shouldn't be a
requirement
Why did you come to college?
Some people come to drink
while others come to learn. I
came to college because I didn't
know what to do with my life.
I thought I could go to college
and, as 1 am a nerd, learn a tiling
ortwaWell.it turns out that 1 was
horribly wrong.
There are no new ideas here
for most of us. There are no life
altering epiphanies to be found
at the great Bowling Green State

University.
Some of you may have noticed
that the University is nothing
more than a vocational school
with a big ego. The existence of
the University serves no purpose
other than the pumping out of
general educations for a gencml
white-collar work-force.
They don't bother teaching
anything but the bare minimum.
It's not that the classes for higher
learning aren't offered, some are,
but they are reserved for honor
smdents or people whom have
no major and a few extra thousand dollars.
Where is the higher learning
for the rest of us when we spend
all of our time loading up on
required general education
courses and our other requirements for our majors?
Perhaps 1 am the only person
here that feels let down and
wants this policy of general education to cease.
Until then, go and drink your
beer and jump into a career.
Maybe in thirty years you'll have
learned everything from personal experience that you could
have learned in a few semesters.

CAMERON SMIETANA
STUDENT

All male group
is a sexist
organization
I consider myself a fairly forward thinking, liberal person.
The thought that racism is still a
problem in America nearly 150
years after the Civil War and
almost 50 years after the Civil
Rights movement is dumbfounding. The fact that women
are still treated in a subservient
manner to men is sickening.
All things considered, imagine

my shock when I read the front
page of The BG News yesterday.
According to The BG News brief,
the I. ili CM i football team is sponsoring, along with the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes, a program
featuring guest speaker Bill
McCartney, founder of the
Promise Keepers.
It is infuriating to me that any
group on campus would willingly fund an evening of sexist
rhetoric from the former leader
of one of the most misogynislic
organizations in recent history.
And what I find even more
shocking is the fact that when
these groups asked for funding
for this event someone in the
University of some standing and
power actually allowed this.
Anyone who is aware of current
events and/or popular culture
should be aware of whom the
Promise Keepers are and their
archaic views on women's right.
The idea that the University
and University organizations
would willingly give money to an
infamous sexist is both shocking
and appalling.
After reading this I am left
wondering: What organization
will be inviting David Duke to
campus?
The other problem is the
"budget crunch" at the
University. Funding to various
University organizations is being
slashed because supposedly
there is not enough money to go
around. There is apparently
enough money to support hate
speech on campus.
Shouldn't our sports teams be
more worried about having
enough money to maintain their
equipment, travel to and from
games and other sports related
activities than sponsoring bigots?
But then again. Falcon athletics
probably did not have their funding cut; they probably received
an increase. While other campus
organizations that are just as
deserving of funds are scrimping
along with a barcboncs budget,
our football team is lining the
pockets of a man whose politics
of gender are apparently stuck in
the early 20th century.
I have no personal qualms
with any University sports team.
During my years as a University
student, I have seen all our sports
teams, especially football (being
a former member of the FMB, I
was witness to the mediocrity of
the 2000 football season), make
amazing improvements in just a
few years. 1 am always happy
when friends attending other
universities curse Bowling Green
for beating their alma mater.
Still, die fact that any group,

team or organization would
sponsor such a ridiculous event
is irresponsible and ridiculous.

iOHN MEINHOLD
STUDENT

financial burden for cleaning up
contaminated sites on the
responsible parties — if identifiable. Historically, funds from
corporate taxes paid for
"orphaned" sites.
But those taxes expired and
the U.S. Senate recently rejected
reinstating them, leaving
Superfund without the money it
needs to pursue some of its sites.
This can lay the burden on the
new property owners not

CHRIS RENNER
STUDENT

not doing enough to push funding for environmental cleanup,
which makes future success stories more unlikely—as unlikely
as Bush pushing for corporate
taxes.
Eventually the EPA will have to
settle for fewer and less thorough
cleanups — a prospect not at all
appealing to those whose lives
were affected — in some cases,
by the loss of family members to
rare cancers — by toxic waste.

PEOPLE Attention all men:
ON THE STREET Wait for the'look*
What would you consider to be the perfect
Sibs N'Kids event?

America's
Pledge should
not be altered
When I opened Tuesday's
paper, I read the column, "Take
'Under God' out of Pledge."
Not only is the argument
ridiculous, but it is a slap in the
face to America as a whole.
Altering our country's "Pledge of
Allegiance" by taking out "just a
few" words would be much
more than that. This is an issue
that significantly affects every
person in our great country.
It is obvious that whatever
happens, one side will walk away
with a sour taste in their mouth
— feeling as though their rights
have been trampled. I want to
address those of you who wish to
remove the phrase "under god"
from die Pledge.
First, have you ever read the
bible? But, why should you? It is
your right not to read it and that
is acceptable, lust like you can
choose to not say that portion of
the Pledge of Allegiance.
No one makes you say any
part of it. I feel as though I should
have a choice as well. I should be
able to say that part of the pledge
of allegiance. But, if that part is
taken away from me, 1 will be left
with no choice.
I could see a valid argument if
an overwhelming majority of
America felt the same way.
However, nine out of 10
Americans want "The Pledge of
Allegiance" to remain the same.
It seems crazy to me that
America is even considering
changing one of its defining symbols for so few people.
Are you opposed to money
too? If you are willing to
denounce a great symbol of
American freedom due to the
inclusion of God, then you
should have no problem giving
up money, due to the slogan
imprinted on all U.S. currency,
"In God We Trust"
Don't step on my rights as a
Christian American to stand up,
proudly place my hand over my
heart and recite the "Pledge of
Allegiance."

responsible for existing contamination.
Opponents of the delisting
expect a perfect cleanup that is
neither practically nor fiscally
possible.
Today's residents of Love
Canal — renamed Black Creek
Village — feel safe and mist that
regular testing for contaminant
leakage will keep them that way.
This is Superfund's goal.
But the Bush administration is

JONATHAN KING
SOPHOMORE,
P0LITCAL SCIENCE

"Bring back the Big
Playground."

MIKE GRANT
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"The potato
sack race."

JOHN BORAWSKI
FRESHMAN,
INTERVENTION SPECIALIST

"RSA Sibs N'Kids
Carnival."

JENNY
HALL

U-wire Columnist
I have a gripe.
This weekend while partaking
in some down time, a peculiar
tiling happened. Well, not diat
peculiar since it has happened
more times than I care to think
about.
Here's the scenario.
You're in a ban you make eye
contact with a guy across the
way. Keep in mind, this is accidental eye contact. You see him
and think, "Eh." He sees you
and thinks, "Opportunity."
I think you see where I am
going.
It's like a hunt.
As soon as you break away
from your pack of friends — he
goes in for the kill.
Stealthily, he makes his way
across the crowded bar,
manuevering through tables
and chairs.
You feel his presence. You
sense him closing in as you
quickly make your way to the
safety of the ladies room.
Unfortunately, you stumble
on a fallen beer horde. Your
moment of confusion allows the
predator to close in and before
you know it — he has you.
There you are. Stuck. Having
to talk to this guy.
It may start out with, "What's
your name?" But it always will
end with you saying "no thanks"
or "I'm with her" (although guys
sometimes like this, so while it
may seem the easy way out, it
doesn't always work.)
The problem I am trying to
get at is that accidental eye contact in no way means, "come
over here you big stud."
If you are going to attempt to
pick up a woman at a bar you
need to be certain she wants to
be picked up.
Knowing the different kinds
of body movement and eye
contact might help. And just
because she is wearing a lowcut shirt does not mean she is
saying, "Sure thing."

Did you know?

VANESSA HAGAN
FRESHMAN, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"A big family
dinner night."

First filing first, never
approach a girl in a bar unless
she has made eye contact at
least twice. This isn't just any old
eye contact. If she is scanning
die bar she will probably have
no choice but to make eye contact with a few young men. If
she lingers there, then you
know.
When this happens and she
has stopped her gaze on you,
the first thing to look for is the
head tilt. Does she turn it to the
side a bit?
Watch her movements.
How does she drink her drink
while looking at you?
If she plays with her straw
and sips slowly, she is being
seductive. If she chugs it down
and belches, chances are she's
not the one you're looking for.
Next, before bombarding her
with questions, slowly make
your way up to the bar. Stand a
few people away and order a
drink. Don't order her a drink
just yet. Girls like to play this
game. It's called "How many
suckers can I get to buy me a
drink tonight?" If you do this too
quickly she will lose interest
Next, see how she reacts to
your presence. Does she immediately turn her back to you and
smother herself in the protection of her girlfriends or does
she turn her body toward you
and wink?
Thejiext step is simple.
If she blows you off, immediately forget about her and move
on. If she doesn't blow you off,
then start talking to her.
Don't compliment her great
body and don't compliment her
I )c,iiiiil LII eyes yet. She will see
right through this. Talk about
something else first.
Mention her friends and how
they look like they are having
fun. Ask her what she is drinking. Then compliment her, but
only once. What happens after
this is up to you — just don't
appear desperate.
The point is, don't approach
unless you get the long lingering
glance. Otherwise, just prepare
yourself to get shot down.

If the population of the Earth continued to
increase at its present rate indefinitely, by 3530
A.D. the total mass of human flesh and blood
would equal the mass of the Earth. By 6826 A.D.
it would equal the mass of the known universe.
CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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sloppy in spring
training game
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)
— Opening day is looming
and neither the Detroit Tigers
nor the Cleveland Indians
look ready for it.
The teams combined for 24
runs, 30 hits and six errors
Thursday in a wind-blown
game Detroit manager Alan
Trammell would love to forget.
"The way we played, 1 just
didn't like it," he said. "I
thought the spring training
games like that were over."
Coco Crisp hit a two-run
homer in the seventh inning
to help the Indians outlast the
Tigers 13-11 in Cleveland's
final home exhibition game
this spring.
Cleveland led 4-1 after six
innings before the club's combined for 20 runs over the
final three.
Crisp followed up on his
first homer by making a lunging catch before crashing into
the center-field wall for the
final out.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Tennis hosts WMU, Northern
The Falcons have
another challenging
MAC weekend
ahead with Western
Michigan and
Northern Illinois.
By Jayme Ramson
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green tennis
team could play their first home
outdoor match of the season
today. If the weather cooperates.

The Falcons host Western
Michigan today and Northern
Illinois tomorrow, with both
matches slated for 1 p.m. at
BGSU's Keefe Courts. The matches will be moved to the Shadow
Valley Tennis Club in Maumee if
needed.
Bowling Green will play without their top singles player, Susie
Schoenberger,
who
is
Washington DC. for the Cherry
Blossom Festival. Schoenberger
also plays at No. 1 doubles for the
Falcons.

Despite
Schoenberger's
absence, the Falcons (9-7, 3-1)
will try to hold their own against a
tough Western Michigan squad.
The Broncos (10-7, 3-01 are currently on a five-match winning
streak.
"Wfe're pumped for this weekend," BG coach Penny Dean said.
"It's going to be rough because
Susie Schoenberger's gone and
Gaby's |Coello| still out so everybody lias to mow up two spots
but I think we're welcoming that
challenge."

Despite the fact that the players
have to move up one or two spots,
Dean thinks her team can handle
the challenge.
" People have to move up a spot
in singles, but really, they can still
play at those spots," Dean said.
"And then with doubles I wanted
to do the least amount of switching as possible so Jessica lohnson
will step up and play at No. 1 with
Lisa IMaloneyl."
Howling Green's balanced line
Up will have to face a Northern
Illinois lineup strong from top to

bottom.

"INorthcml always respects us
and gets a link- bit scared about us
because we're so athletic," IX"an
said, "Their coach knows that
we're willing to stay out there a
long time and play long points."
The Falcons will be ready to
play long points after a week of
practice that focused on playing
actual games instead of doing
drills. IX'an said the players wanted that after last weekend's
matches
against
Eastern
Michigan and Toledo.

Indiana trip next for softball
By Ryan Autullo
SPORTS REPORTER

Ben S»anjer BG News

READY FOR THE PLAY: Lindsay Heimrich gets ready to make a play at first base as a Marshall runner
takes off during the Falcons' doubleheader against the Herd Wednesday. Bowling Green dropped both
games. The Falcons play IPFW and the University of Indiana during their weekend road trip.

The Falcons will travel to the
I loosier state this weekend as
they look to rebound from
Wednesday's doubleheader
sweep at the hands of Marshall.
BGSU (12-16,2-3) will head to
Fort Wayne to play two games
with Indiana UniversityPurdue University Fort Wayne
tomorrow before traveling to
Bloomington Sunday for a twin
hill with Indiana.
Bowling Green was upended
4-2 and 10-1 (6) by the
Thundering Herd at the BG
Softball Field. Marshall is die
preseason pick to win the
MAC's East Division along with
the league tournament.
The Herd (22-14, 4-0) broke
open a scoreless game with a
three-run third inning. Jessica
Williams singled off pitcher Liz
Vrabel's glove and advanced to
second on a bunt by Sierra
Davenport. Amanda Williams
then doubled to left to score her
sister. leigh Winner reached
base on an infield error and in
the process scored Amanda
Williams. Winner scored the
final run of the inning on an
RBI double from the bat of
Sarah Wilson.
The Falcons cut the Marshall
lead to two, when Ashley Zirklc
hit her first collegiate homerun
off Randi Nielson in the fourth.
BG shaved the lead to one in
the fifth inning when Lindsay
Heimrich scored on Gina

Rango's one out double to left.
Rango advanced to Uiird when
the throw came home in an
attempt to get I leimrich. Rango
ap|ieared to score what would
be the tying run on a sacrifice
fly by lenifcr Kernahan, but
after the Herd appealed the
call, it was overturned as Rango
left third base too early.
Marshall tacked on another
run in the seventh as lessica
Williams crossed the plate
when her sister reached first on
an infield error.
Game two of the double dip
began nearly the same as the
one that preceded it. Die game
was scoreless until the fourth
inning when Amanda Williams
came around to score alter a
Throwing error on a Winner single. Rango quickly tied the
game again as she homered to
left, breaking open Sarah
< Ihaniberlain's no-hitter.
The Falcon defense broke
dowiT in the fifth inning as they
committed four errors sparking
a five nin inning for Marshall.
The bleeding didn't subside the
next inning either as MU
scored four more runs, two
coming by die way of a Triple
from Amanda Williams. The
Falcons failed to score in the
sixth inning, giving the Herd a
run nile victory and a sweep for
the day.
"Marshall is a good team, but
SOFTBALL, PAGE 6

Falcons head to CMU
for conference matchup
By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green baseball
team will hit the road this weekend to take part in some conference action.
The Falcons are headed to
Mount Pleasant, Mich, to take
on Central Michigan for games
today, tomorrow and Sunday.
BG brings in an overall record
of 11 -4 and a conference record
of 2-1 while the Chippewas
have an overall mark of 10-12
while having yet to play a MidAmerican Conference game.
The key for the Falcons will
be just getting on the field as
two more games this past week
were canceled due to the
weather. Thanks to rainy conditions for most of the week, the
Falcons have not seen the field
since their Sunday game
against Ball State.
"We've been inside |for practice]," BG head coach Danny
Schmitz said. "It gets frustrating
having to go inside but luckily
we've got the field house to go
to."

If the Falcons get on the field,
they will still have to deal with
Central which, despite their
sub-.500 record, is no small
task.
The Chippewas are hitting
.309 as a team this season - a
mark that only three Falcons
have been able to do individually.
"They're having a good year,"
Schmitz said. "They swing the
bat really well. They are led by
Eric Cannon who is their leadoff
guy that likes to set the table.
They're notorious for putting
pressure on the other team's
defense."
Cannon isn't the only one
responsible for the pressure,
leremy Crum, Kurtis Wells,
David 1 .Hum and lim Geldohf
each hit over .350 for the
Chippewas and will look to put
runs on the scoreboard this
weekend, something Central
does at an average of 7.72 times
per game.
The Falcons' pair of aces will
look to continue their success
this weekend. Game one starter

Tyler Saneholtz has been unhittable this spring, as he conies
into the weekend with a 3-0
record and a 0.38 E.RA His
partner in crime, Tyler lohnson,
has been no less impressive,
compiling a matching 3-0
record to go with a 0.40 E.R.A.
Saneholtz will have his hands
full in game one, competing not
only with the Central hitting but
also trying to keep up with
Central ace T.I. lohnson, who
already has a win against the
No. 5 team in the nation, Notre
Dame.
"He just beat Notre Dame, 41," Schmitz said. "It should be a
good match up between him
and Saneholtz."
lohnson was lucky enough to
have a defense that made no
errors in their win over the
Fighting Irish.
"They're solid at fielding,"
Schmitz said. "They're not a
team that will beat themselves."
The Falcons will have to be
on top of their game when they
hit the road to face Central
Michigan.

NtteMetqtrBGNews

DELIVERING: Bowling Green pitcher Burke Badenhop pitches
in Sunday's loss against Ball State. The Falcons will try to get
back on the field for a series against Central Michigan today.
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GOOD LANDING: A Bowling
Green jumper hits the sand at
an indoor meet earlier this year.

Track
team aims
to win at
Bluffton
By Danielle Tanner
SPORIS REPORTER

The BG women's track team is
hoping that the April showers
hold off this weekend as they
travel to Bluffton College tomorrow for the Bluffton Invitational.
Hie Falcons will face off against
several teams from NCAA divisions II and III as well as teams
with NAIA affiliation.
BG will lie facing division II
schools Ferris State and Tiffin as
well as division III schools
Bluffton. Defiance, and Albion.
Taylor and Notre Dame College
will also be competing
Despite being the only division
I school entered in the meet, the
BG women are not taking this
competition lightly. The meet
will lie scored and the Falcons
aim to win.
"It may be a step down [in die
level of competition], but many
of these schools still have quality
competitors," head coach Scott
Sehmann said. "They aren't large
name division I schools, but they
have a fair amount of strong athletes. We will have to work very
hard to be competitive."
The weather will definitely be a
factor as die Falcons chase a win
this weekend. The cool temperatures, rain and wind are less than
ideal conditions for a track meet.
"Schools in the South have an
advantage in getting their athletes prepared for bigger meets.
It would be a plus |for us] when it
comes to regional head to head
competition," Sehmann said.
While the team is hoping for
good weather, they also hope to
use the meet as a workout and
work on some of their goals.
"One of our big goals is comraderie. Cheering, looking out
for each other, I feel we have a
ways to go in that area,"
TRACK. PAGE 7
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An inside look at the Final Four
ByJimO'ConneH
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A quick look at tomorrow's
national semifinal matchups:
OKIAHOMA STATE VS.
GEORGIA TECH
OKLAHOMA STATE (31-3)
ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR:
beat Eastern Washington 75-56;
beat Memphis 70-53; beat
Pittsburgh 63-51; beat Saint
Joseph's 64-62.
STARS: The backcourt of Tony
Allen and John Lucas led a balanced attack all season and
they're doing the same in the
NCAA tournament, averaging
15.8 and 13.5 points, respectively.
Lucas hit the game-winning 3pointer in the regional final
against Saint Joseph's with 6.9
seconds to play. The 6-foot-4
Allen is second in rebounding
during the tournament at 6.5 per
game.
INJURIES: The Cowboys are

the only team in the Final Four to
have avoided the injury bug and
haven't really been affected by it
all season.
COACH: Eddie Sutton is at his
third Final Four (Arkansas 1978,
Oklahoma State 1995) and the
68-year-old would make history
by winning it all, as the oldest
coach of a national champion.
Sutton has taken a team with five
Division I transfers and only two
seniors and won the Big 12 regular season and tournament titles
with his usual stress on defense,
although this team likes to run.
KEY POINT: The three-guard
backcourt is one of the best in
the country and the frontcourt is
underrated. Forwards Ivan
McFariin and Joey Graham are
both shooting 68 percent from
the field in the tournament and
the Cowboys have outrebounded opponents 35.8-26.5 in the
four games. Oklahoma State had

the toughest second weekend of
the tournament having to face a
big, physical team like Pittsburgh
before going against a perimeteroriented Saint Joseph's.
GEORGIA TECH (27-9)
ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR:
beat Northern Iowa 65-60; beat
Boston College 57-54; beat
Nevada 72-67; beat Kansas 7971, OT.
STARS: The three guards lead
an extremely balanced offense—
six players average between nine
and 15 points. Jarrett Jack is the
latest in a long line of quality
Georgia Tech point guards, joining the likes of Kenny Anderson,
Mark Price and Stephon
Marbury. Isma'il Muhammad
frequently makes his way into
the nightly highlights with his
acrobatic dunks
INIUR1ES: B.J. Elder, the Yellow
Jackets' leading scorer at 15.3

points per game, went down 2
minutes into the regional semifinal win over Nevada with a
sprained ankle. He tried to come
back in that game but played just
1 more minute. He started
against Kansas in the regional
final but was clearly still hurting
and played 12 minutes without
scoring. The 6-4 junior practiced
Thursday and indicated he
should be close to 100 percent.
COACH: Paul Hewitt is making
his first Final Four appearance.
The 40-year-old is in his fourth
season at Georgia Tech and he
has already earned a reputation
as a defensive coach, often
changing defenses to take
advantage of the Yellow Jackets'
depth.
KEY POINT: If Elder is healthy,
the Yellow Jackets will go their
usual eight deep and try to force
the issue with their defense the
way they did against Kansas in

holding down forward Wayne
Simien. Like Oklahoma State,
Georgia Tech's backcourt gets the
attention but the front line has
improved all season. Seven-footer Luke Schenscher has become
a presence in the middle on both
ends and Clarence Moore has
come off the bench in the tournament and averaged 8.3 points
and 6.0 rebounds. The Jackets
haven't blown out an opponent
in the tournament, which means
the>' have found a way to win
four close games.

can win without Elder, which has
to be big for their confidence.
Another boost is that they've
defeated both teams in the other
semifinal. Ijxk for yet another
close win: Georgia Tech 73-70.
DUKE VS. CONNECTICUT
DUKE (31-5)
ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR:
beat Alabama State 96-61; beat
Seton Hall 90-62; beat Illinois 7262; beat Xavier 66-63.
STARS: J.J. Redick has become
one of college basketball's most
familiar players with his shooting
at the lines — almost 40 percent
on 3s and 95 percent on free
throws. I JIOI Deng lived up to his
billing as a star freshman averaging 15.1 points — second to
Redick — and 6.8 rebounds —
second to Shelden Williams.
Williams averaged 12.9 points,

THE SKINNY: With so much
attention paid to the two backcourts this game should come
down to who gets more production up front. Ihe teams are very
close statistically and there's no
experience advantage because
none of these players have ever
been this far in the tournament.
The Yellow Jackets proved they
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Big changes in Big Easy
By Mary Foster
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — Dawn
Staley remembers the games,
of course. There also was a hospital visit to cheer up patients
and a banquet
That was 1991, the last time
the women's Final Four was in
New Orleans, when Staley won
the MVP award for runner-up
Virginia.
"That was old school," said
Staley, now the Temple coach.
"We just laced them up and
played the games. Now everything is much more fan friendly. There are a lot more fans and
a lot more for them to do."
The women's Final Four,
once played in relative obscurity compared to the men's tournament, has enjoyed an
increase in fans, TV ratings and
talent.
Tennessee and Connecticut

— two of the nation's most
prominent programs — and
LSIJ and Minnesota will play to
full houses and on national
television. The semifinals are
Sunday and the title game
Tuesday.
Ratings for the four regional
finals were the highest since
ESPN began exclusive coverage
of the tournament in 1996. So
far for this tournament, the
network's ratings are up 57 percent from last year.
In the 1991 Final Four, 15,796
fans attended the two sessions.
About 8,000 to 8,500 were at the
championship game. And that
impressed Ron Maestri, then
the athletic director at the
University of New Orleans,
where the games were played.
"The final game was played
on Easter Sunday, with an 11:30
tip-off," said Maestri, now the
New
Orleans
Sports

Foundation director for NCAA
events. "That's really a rough
time to get a crowd."
This year, the event will be in
the New Orleans Arena, where
all 18,000 seats have been sold
out since last year. Next door in
the Superdome, Hoop City, the
166,000-square-foot interactive
display of games and basketball activities will host even
more fans than the games.
Last year, a sellout crowd of
28,210 attended the championship at the Georgia Dome.
The year before, 29,619 — the
largest for the tournament —
were at the Alamo Dome.
The women could have
played in the Superdome this
year, as the men did in last
year's Final Four with a crowd
of 54,524. But they chose the
smaller arena, even though it
would cut attendance to the
smallest crowd since 1998.

"The smaller arena obviously
helps create a tight atmosphere," NCAA spokesman
Scottie Rodgers said. "It makes
logical sense that it will create a
buzz and boost demand for
seats next year."
The Arena, home of the
NBAs Hornets, was designed
for basketball, and Maestri
thinks that will help the
women.
"It's going to give them a
great place to showcase their
games," Maestri said. "Left face
it, you put 29,000 in the
Superdome and it would look
empty."
The women's Final Four
switched its schedule last year,
moving the championship
game from Sunday to Tuesday,
something the NCAA and ESPN
hoped would allow for better
cross-promotion with the
men's tournament.
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LOOKING FOR A STEAL A Bowling Green player waits tor the
pitch during BG's loss to Marshall Wednesday.

With 2 games left,
teen is tied for lead
By Rusty Miller
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — If things don't
work out and the Columbus Blue
Jackets' 19-year-old Rick Nash doesn't
win the NHL goal-scoring title, he
won't let it ruin his time back home in
Brampton, Ont.
"It's something that if I don't get it I'm
not going to be having a bad summer,"
Nash said yesterday. "I've got 40 goals. I
think that's a pretty good season, you
know? If I don't win it, look who I'm
going up against — two superstars in
the NHL"
With two games remaining, Nash
and Calgary's larome Iginla share the
lead with 40 goals. Atlanta's llya
Kovalchuk is right behind with 39.
Nash is already the first teenager to
score 40 goals in a season since Los
Angeles' Jimmy Carson had 44 in 198788. Only eight players in NHL history
have scored more goals before their

20th birthday than Nash's 57.
To win the Maurice "Rocket" Richard
Trophy given to the league's top goalscorer, he'll have to finish strong
against two of the best teams in the
NHL The Blue Jackets, with more
points than only three other teams
through Wednesday's games, host
Colorado tonight before closing the
regular season at Detroit on Saturday
night.
Nash didn't score in a 3-2 loss to
IX'troit on Wednesday night despite
having several prime chances, including a second-period breakaway
stopped by Red Wings goaltender
Manny Legace. Nash was barely wide
on a rebound in the closing minutes
that would have tied the game.
Nash, who has 15 assists to go with
his 40 goals, had a season-high 22:14 of
ice time. That's an example of how
badly he and the Blue Jackets organization want him to win the title.

Softball to play
powerful IPFW

Ojyid Ouprey AP Photo

STOPPED: Buffalo Sabres goalie Martin Biron, rear,
makes a save on a shot by Columbus Blue Jackets'
Rick Nash, front, during a game Monday in Buffalo.
The Sabres won, 6-0.
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we could have won both games,"
head coach Leigh Ross-Shaw
said. "They are definitely a beatable team, but we kicked the ball
around on defense."
Ross-Shaw scheduled the doubleheader with IPFW (3-21) to
make die trip to Indiana worthwhile. The Mastodons, an independent Division I school, boast
a strong offense lead by the bats
of Maggie Bmening (.367) and
Jenna Beachy (.356). Their pitching has been less than stellar,
however, as the staff boasts a
combined 5.64 ERA. Ross-Shaw
hopes to take advantage of the
IPFW pitching woes.
"Hopefully we'll get a chance to
get some kids more playing
time," Ross-Shaw said. "I would
like to give 1 Jndsay Heimrich and
maybe
Kristen
Anderson
chances to pitch. This is a good
game for us, we were going to
play Indiana anyway so I looked
around for another team too."
Usually found in the basement
of the Big 10 standings, Indiana
has played very solid so far this

vii i A4.i: <.I;I;I .\
APARTMENTS

We're filling up fast!
/$100 off Deposit

-^ Blrchwooo^E-

1 Large, 1 Item j

/ Two bedroom apartments
FREE

2 Blocks from Campus!

MtMbtrstiHi privilege Is Mwty
OWTYWOWI Health Spa

»

spring The Hoosiers (21-16) will
look to extend their four game
winning streak as they host
Michigan to begin conference
play today. IU has 14 opponents
on this season's schedule that
qualified for the NCAA
Tournament a year ago. Karly
McCormack (.361) and Tory
Yamaguchi (.330) lead the
Indiana offense that is batting
.273 collectively. Mariangee
llogado has been effective on the
hill this season, posting a 12-7
record to go along with her 1.15
ERA
Ross-Shaw never knows what
to expect from her squad as they
have been up and down all season. She hopes for a level of consistency, starting this weekend.
"We play great and I think that's
the team that can win it all," RossShaw said. "Then we play really
bad. We are finding out our problems now instead of looking back
after the season is done and saying we should have done this or
we should have done that. But I
cant say that we are where we
want to be right now."
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All eyes on
stars, steroids
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Indians to trade Bradley
By Tom Witters
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By B«n Walker

problems in recent years, and
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the stain of the Pete Rose
lohn Smoltz can tell fans scandal isn't likely to go away
are juiced up about some- anytime soon.
Plus, there's plenty worth
thing this season.
Barry Bonds' climb on the watching on the field. The
home run chart? Alex Devil Rays made it interesting
Rodriguez
joining
the from the start, roughing up all
Yankees-Red Sox rivalry? those Yankees All-Stars 8-3
Roger Clemens, Vladimir Tuesday at the Tokyo Dome.
Guerrero and Greg Maddux Fans back in New York saw ARod make three nice plays at
playing in different places?
Hardly.
third base and homegrown
From Tampa Bay's win over star Hideki Matsui double for
New York on opening day in the first hit of the season.
"Hopefully, it's 5 a.m. and
Japan to the final pitch of the
World Series — Game 7 not many people were watchwould be on Halloween night ing," Rodriguez said.
Actually, he's just lucky he
— all eyes will be on more
than shirring stars, milestone got traded by last-place Texas,
whether it was to the Yankees
stats and new stadiums.
Baseball 2004 begins under or Boston. Coming off their
an ominous cloud this year, ALCS thriller last October,
both teams loaded up in the
totally because of steroids.
"The more this becomes a winter, with the Red Sox
monster, the more it plays adding Curt Schilling, Keith
into everybody's mind," Foulke and new manager
Terry Francona while New
Smoltz said.
The Atlanta relief ace spoke York also acquired Kevin
during spring training about Brown, lavier Vazquez and
toughening the tests that will Sheffield.
A lot of teams spent a lot of
start this season—for the first
time, players who fail will be money in the offseason,
penalized. It's the topic draw- determined to improve.
The Baltimore Orioles
ing the most attention and
speculation is running ram- shelled out big bucks for
Miguel Tejada, Javy Lopez
pant.
Rather than analyzing the and Rafael Palmeiro, the
swings of Jason Giambi, who Anaheim Angels did the same
homered in his first at-bat of for Guerrero, Bartolo Colon,
the season, Gary Sheffield Kelvim Escobar and Jose
and Bonds, people are scruti- Guillen.
Ivan Rodriguez made the
nizing the size of their biceps.
Fairly or unfairly, that's the most intriguing move. The
perennial Gold Glove catcher
focus so far.
"I don't think steroids in left the champion Marlins
baseball is one of the most and signed with the long-lost
pressing issues in the worid as Tigers, who set an AI. record
President
Bush
said," with 119 defeats last season.
Philadelphia pitcher Randy Rondell White, Uguelh
Wolf said. "We're in a state of Urbina and Fernando Vina
also moved to Detroit.
terrorism."
"Having Pudge on board
Now, this all could change
once Randy Johnson slings gives us instant credibility,"
manager
Alan
his fastball, Carlos Delgado Tigers
goes way deep, Juan Pierre Trammel! said. "He's a marand the World Series champi- quee player, and when people
on Florida Marlins fly around say 'Tigers' they think of
the bases, and the Chicago Pudge now."
The Houston Astros, havCubs try to put Steve Bartman
ing never reached the World
behind them.
At least, commissioner Bud Series, greatly improved their
Selig hopes so. The sport has
BASEBALL, PAGE 8
had more than its share of

Track team to
gain experience
TRACK. FROM PAGE 5

Sehmann said.
"Getting
through the meet healthy is
also a goal, as well as taking
advantage of the opportunity
to get better."
This meet will truly be a
team effort, with all of the
members competing.
"We plan to compete
everybody. The most positive
aspect of this meet is bringing

the entire team together for
the competition," Sehmann
said.
The Falcon runners have
been working hard this week
in preparation for tomorrow's
meet. The Invile will be a
chance for them lo gain experience, work towards their
goals and win a scored meet.
Events will begin in
Bluffton at 10 a.m.

AP File Ptiolo

WATCHING: Cleveland Indians' Milton Bradley
watches his fly ball for an out against the Montreal
Expos in this March 21 photo in Winter Haven. Fla. He
abruptly left Cleveland's camp yesterday, a day after
he was pulled from a game for not running out a pop
fly. His name was not on yesterday's lineup card.

Huskies face first high seed in Duke
FINAL FOUR, FROM PAGE 6

8.6 rebounds and "The landlord"
had almost half of the Blue Devils'
237 blocked shots.
INIUR1ES: Chris Duhon hurt
his ribs when he crashed into a
television camera during the
Atlantic Coast Conference championship game. He shook off the
painful injury and gave inspirational performances that gave
him a spot in Duke's NCAA tournament lore. He averaged 4.8
points, 5.5 rebounds, 5.2 assists
and several hustle plays in 31
minutes. The five days off should
help him regain his shooting
touch.
COACH: Mike Krzyzewski has
his mail sent to the Final Four.
This is his 10th Final Four since
1986 and the Blue Devils have
won three national championships (1991, 1992, 20011. The
only coaches with more Final
Four appearances are John
Wooden (12) and Dean Smith
(1 ll.This Duke team doesn't have
the player of the year-caliber star

•309 High St. #8: Two bdrm Apts. w/balconies or
patios. Washer/dryer in building. Cat permitted.
New windows.FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER, &
SEWER. $535.00 12 mo. & $635.00 9 mo.
•520 E. Reed #1,2,8: Two bedroom furh apts.
Located across the street from campus.
Washer/dryer in building. New windows.
$575.00 12 mo. lease & $625.00 9 mo. lease.

NHWI9VK
Rentals

•.;: s. M.iin St
111'» 152 5*20
Bowling Green, OH
ivww.newlovcrontaK.coin
iu'i\ ln\ oiiiIn"'
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CONNECTICUT (31-6)
ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR:
beat Vermont 70-53; beat DePaul
72-55; beat Vanderbilt 73-53; beat
Alabama 87-71.
STARS: Emeka Okafor was a
unanimous All-America selection averaging 17.4 points, 11.6
rebounds (No. 2 in the country)
and 4.2 blocked shots (No. 1 in
the country). He leads the country with 23 double-doubles and

he shot 59.5 percent from the
field. Ben Gordon was pretty
impressive in a costarring role,
leading the team at 18.5 points
per game and shooting 43.7 percent from 3-point range.
INJURIES: Okafor missed the
first two games of the Big East
tournament with back spasms,
then missed most of the second
half of the win over Alabama in
the regional final with a "stinger"
in his right arm after being hit in
the neck. He was hit in the same
arm during practice Wednesday
but he is expected to be 100 percent for Saturday.
COACH: Jim Calhoun is in his
second Final Four. The Huskies
beat Duke in the 1999 national
championship game. He has five
30-win seasons, second only to
Krzyzewski's eight. Easily the
most volatile of the coaches on
the sideline, Calhoun has a 30-9
record in the NCAA tournament.
KEY POINT: The Huskies have
held their opponents to 35,6 percent shooting in the tournament.
They had the easiest ride to the
Final Four, never facing a team

seeded higher than sixth, but
they won the games by an average of 17.5 points and it seemed
none of them were even that
close. One additional weapon
that has arrived in the tournament is the 3-point shooting ol
Rashad Anderson. I le is 16-for-31
from beyond the arc and he started both the Vermont and
Alabama games by hitting his
first six 3s.
THE SKINNY: These teams are
very similar. Both can score in
bunches and can also excel in the
halfcourt. Both are excellent
defensive teams inside and on
the perimeter. They both have
veteran coaches, although
Krzyzewski has more experience
at this stage of the tournament.
Many consider this the real
championship game but both
teams are too good to fall for that,
although having the VCR going
from the start is a great idea. This
is a tough game to pick because
of the similarity but: Connecticut
78-71.

WE

Take Shelter from the Spring Showers!

DELIVER SANDWICHES.

343 S. MAIN ST: Large three bdrm duplex.
Located Downtown BG. 11/2 Baths.
Washer/Dryer hookup. Double living room
with front porch. S850.00 per mo. for 12
mo lease.

YOU
GOD
EAT SANDWICHES.

3421/2 S. MAIN ST: Large eff. Apt located
in downtown BG. $355.00 per mo for a 12

Do you have an apartment for
D4-05?

•803 Fifth St., #1,2, 3: Two bedroom unfurn Apts
w/balconies or patios. Washer/dryer in building.
Cat permitted. $425.00 12 mo. & $525.00 9 mo.
Free water & sewer.

most of his others did but it plays
defense like those teams and has
an extremely balanced offense.
KEY POINT: Duhon is the only
player with Final Four experience; he averaged 8.2 points in
the 2001 championship run as a
freshman. Duke is all about
defense and the Blue Devils do it
inside with shot blocking and on
the perimeter with ball pressure
that holds opponents to 31.9 percent from 3-point range and
forces 17.2 turnovers per game.
The Blue Devils have held 12
opponents to 60 points or less,
tying for the second-most in
Krzyzewski's 24 seasons.

^\V/V^Ll7]C^raRraSoGQL^]_

Only 35 Days left in
the spring semester...
•801 Fifth St. #2, 3, 5: Two bedroom unfurn
Apts w/balconies or patios. New windows.
Washer/dryer in building. Cat permitted. $425.00
12 mo. & $525.00 9 mo. Free water & sewer.

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) — Milton
Bradley soon might he someone else's center
fielder — and problem. The Cleveland
Indians have apparently liad enough of his
antics.
The club is trying to trade Bradley, barred
from Cleveland's training camp yesterday,
one day after he was pulled from an exhibition game by manager Eric Wfcdge for not
running out a pop fry.
Indians general manager Mark Shapiro
has discussed a trade involving Bradley with
as many as eight teams, and "four or five are
legitimate and serious."
Bradley was expected to start in die
Indians' outfield and bat cleanup this season But the 25-year-old outfielder, who has
a troubled history on and off the field, will
play elsewhere once the Indians can strike a
deal.
"It's unfortunate where we are right now,
but we have to do what's best for the ballclub" VVWgc said.
Although the season opener is Monday,
Shapiro said there Ls no timetable to make a
trade. The Indians are at a disadvantage
because teams know they want to make a
deal, but having so many involved actually
helps Cleveland, he said.
On Wednesday, Bradley was removed
from a game against I Iouston for not ninning hard on a second-inning popup tiiat
dropped for a single.
Bradley was taken out in the third, showered and dressed quickly and took a 45minute cab ride from Kissimmee to his rented spring training home
He came to Chain of Lakes Park on
Wednesday to retrieve his SUVand drove out

of the Indians' training complex at 9:30 am.
Bradley was pulled from a game last season for not ninning out a ball and having a
verbal confrontation with Wedge in the
dugout.
Shapiro would not characterize the most
recent exchange between Bradley and
Wedge. However, the GM said the club
expects its players to display "passion, professionalism and respect"
"there is a line that diey can't cross,"
Shapiro said. "You have to make sure that
line is meaningful."
In addition to going on die disabled list
four times in die past two seasons, Bradley
has had odier problems.
Last year, he had run-ins with Los Angeles
catcher Paul Lo Dual and Yankees first baseman lason Giambi. Bradley also threw his
helmet and bat in the direction of plate
umpire Bruce Froemming.
Bradley had baseball cards of 1 /> IXicaand
Giambi above his locker this spring.
In February, Bradley was sentenced to
tiircc days in jail for driving away from police
after being stopped for speeding.
1 lowever, until his misstep for not hustling, Bradley had seemingly turned the corner on his troubled past
He spent the winter in Cleveland working
out and arrived in camp in great shape,
promising to have a better attitude. The
Indians seemed relieved by his turnaround,
which is why Wedge and Shapiro seemed so
upset.
Bradley signed a $1.73 million, one-year
contract in November with the Indians, who
were counting on him to be a productive
everyday player. He was having a solid 2003
season before honing his back and missing
the final six weeks.

mo lease.
1372E. W00STER ST: Three bdrm house located across the street from
Campus. Must have off campus rental references. Washer/Dryer. Off street
parking. Two living rooms and a front porch. $1,300.00 per mo for 12 mo

BLESS AMERICA!

lease.
605 CL0UGH ST: Located one block from Campus. Off street parking,Three
bdrm two bath newly remodeled house. Washer/Dryer. 5950.00 per mo for
12 mo lease.
118 S. ENTERPRISE #B: Two three bdrm duplex. Eat in kitchen. Close to
Campus. Off Street parking. Cat permitted. 5675.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.

SERIOUS DELIVERY
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211 STATE STREET: Two bdrm unfurn house. Close to Campus. Off street
parking. Large yard. Two car garage. Living room w/ fireplace. $900.00 per
mo for 12 mo lease.
2421/2 S. MAIN ST: #1& #2: One bedrm turn located above downtown
business. Off street parking. $375.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.

419-352-5620
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Tambellini leads at BellSouth
behind after a 69.
"I struggled early on, but I
didn't drop any shots," Scott
said. "I started playing nicely on
the back. I'm pretty happy with
that score. Seven-under is pretty
deep out there."
Temperatures at the start of
the day hovered around 40
degrees, with a brisk wind that
made it feel much colder. Even
though it warmed up a bit later,
conditions stayed tough.
"It's almost like a round like
this on days like this, you don't
pick them, they kind of pick
you," said Tambellini, who's previous best round this season
was a 68 in the Buick
Invitational.
Even though he's playing in
only the seventh tournament of
his career, Tambellini has had
brief moments in the spotlight.
He held up well in a Saturday
pairing with Tiger Woods at the
Buick, shooting 70 to stay in
contention before faltering in
the final round.
And his lone victory on the
Nationwide Tour last season
came at the Boise Open, where
Michelle VVie became the first
woman to compete on the
developmental tour.
"I've never seen crowds like
that in a Nationwide event,"
Tambellini said. "There were
thousands of people watching
her. She really drew the crowd,
so that was fun. It was a fun
week to win."
1 le doesn't begrudge anything
to VVie, who narrowly missed
the cut at the PGA Tour Sony
Open in I lawaii in January.
"Luckily, I clipped her by a
couple there," Tambellini said.
"But she actually clipped me by
a shot at the Hawaii tournament, so I've got nothing on

By Keith Parsons
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DULUTH, Ga. — The lee
shots found the fairway, the
approach shots nestled close to
the hole and the putts rolled
smoothly.
For one day, at least, lose
Maria Olazabal was back on his
game.
The two-time Masters champion crafted a 7-under 65 yesterday to tie rookie Roger
Tambellini for the lead after a
blustery first round at the
BellSouth Classic. They were
one shot ahead of Craig
Bowden, and two in from offlm
Petrovic
and
PGA
Championship winner Shaun
Micheel.
In his first seven events this
season, Olazabal missed iliac
cuts and withdrew from the l-'BR
Open. His best finish is a tie for
40th at Bay Mill, and he failed to
qualify for the weekend at The
Players Championship.
"It's been a struggle," Olazabal
said. "I've been going through a
tough spell. One day, I might
have a a good round, and then
the following day, I can't follow
that with another round.
"It has been frustrating, but
all I can do is keep on trying.''
So, unlike most of his competitors playing next week in the
Masters, Olazabal is focused
solely on this tournament.
"At the moment, I'm trying to
do the best I can this week," he
said. "I know that tomorrow is a
different day. I have to start from
scratch."
Adam Scott, who hung on to
win The Players Championship
last week, is three shots back in
a group that includes defending
BellSouth champ Ben Crane.
Phil Mickclson is one more

OSU coach,
recruiter
steps down
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Erik S. Lenar AP Photo

GOOD START: Roger Tambellini of San Francisco follows his tee shot on the ninth hole during the
first round ot the BellSouth Classic golf tournament yesterday at the TPC Sugarloat in Duluth, Ga. He
finished the round at 7-under par.
her."

He got his round at the
BellSouth going during a threehole stretch late, a run that started with an eagle on the par-5
sixthThis 15th hole.
After a 316-yard drive, be hit a
3-wood into a sand trap just left
of the green. The lie was well
below the putting surface, so
Tambellini didn't get to see his
shot. The ball landed softly on
the green and ran in for eagle,

and he followed that up with
back-to-back birdies.
"It was kind of a shock, actually," Tambellini said of his
eagle. "I heard it hit the pin and
everybody was cheering. Then I
felt really comfortable after
that."
Petrovic seemed comfortable
too. He had a bogey-free round,
and his game appears to be
rounding into shape as he prepares for his first trip to the

Masters.
Earlier this week, he and his
father went to Augusta, where
Petrovic played a couple of
practice rounds
"I knew if I didn't go over there
this week, I would be thinking
about it," he said. "I got some
help from a few of the caddies
over there and some top secret
information that will hopefully
help me next week."

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
State recruiting coordinator and
tight ends coach Bill Conley surprised many yesterday when he
announced he was resigning
immediately to pursue other
career opportunities.
"At first I thought it was a bad
April Fool's joke," tight end Ryan
I l.tinln said. "I thouglu I was
going to be 40 years old and he'd
still be around here."
Conley has spent the last 17
years in charge of Ohio State's
recruiting. He has been credited
with bringing in dozens of players who were All-Big Ten, AllAmerican or went on to the NFL.
Conley will remain with the
staff as a volunteer through the
end of spring practice. The
Buckeyes began spring workouts
on Thursday.
Coach )im Tressel said he
found out about Conley's sudden
decision on Wednesday. Asked if
there was a rift between he and
Conley, he said, "Heavens no!"
"We're going to miss him like
crazy," Tressel added.
Conley told the players about
his decision after they completed
their first workout.
"This is the greatest experience I've ever had," Conley later
told reporters, referring to his
years as a coach. "The toughest
part of this is leaving the players."
The 53-year-old Conley, a former walk-on football player at
Ohio State under Woody Hayes,
said he had made no decisions
on what he would do next. Asked
if it might be a job out of football
coaching, he said, "Possibly."

New Astros aces have to face Bonds, Giants early
the get-go: Their first starts will
come against Bonds and the
Giants.
Bonds begins the season with
658 home runs, two behind godfather Willie Mays for third on
the all-time list. At the rate
Bonds has been homering, Babe
Ruth (714) is within reach this
year. And if that happens, Hank
Aaron's record of 755 would be
on deck.
"I think I can do anything. ...
I'm going for it all," said Bonds,
who turns 40 this summer.
Maddux, back with the Cubs
after helping Atlanta win its 12th
straight division title, also is clos-

BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 7

chances. They lured Clemens
and Andy Pettitte to their hometown team, which happens to
host the All-Star game in luly.
The Rocket ended his 78-day
retirement and joined his good
buddy in leaving the Yankees.
"Playing at home, with the
opportunity to pitch in front of
people live who haven't seen it...
we're hoping to do some great
things with the club," Clemens
said.
The new Astros aces will get a
neat challenge in the NL from

ing in on a big mark. He needs 11
wins to make it to No. 300 — former Braves teammate Tom
Glavine is at 251 after a disappointing year with the New York
Mets.
There is excitement at Shea
Stadium, though, with the
arrival of Japanese shortstop Kaz
Matsui. He's among several top
rookies, a group that includes
Minnesota catcher Joe Mauer,
Oakland shortstop Bobby
Crosby and San Diego shortstop
Khalil Greene.
Greene will show off his talents in the Padres' new stadium,
Petco Park. Billy Wagner, traded

by I louston to the Phillies during
the winter, becomes the closer at
the
new
stadium
in
Philadelphia, Citizens Bank
Park.
At Fenway Park, now with
seats on the right-field roof, and
Wrigley Field, the quest begins
anew to make it to the World
Series Both teams were within
five outs and holding three-run
leads in the playoffs before stunning collapses.
Boston lost Game 7 of the
ALCS to the Yankees when Pedro
Martinez couldn't hold a late
edge and Aaron Boone homered
in the 11th inning. Chicago blew

A'I> A<l> A<l> A<l> A'l> A<1> A* A<l> A<1> A'l>

ALPHA PHI
FORMAL
Heather Bermingham
Rocco Sciarabba
Mary Bernard
Elizabeth Boorn
Katie Bowman
Allison Chmelik
Kelly Clarso
Michelle Clai
Sara Die
Liz Dooley
Michelle Eckhari
Erin Edmunds'
Kelsey f razter
Katie Ganss"
Aimee Golub
Amber Gresh
Natalie Hamlin
Jennifer Heighten
Lindsey Kane
Nicole Klass
Dee Kucherak
Ashley Kuntz
Krista Massie
Sara Moore
Kelly Mori
Lindsey Nichols©
Dana Orion"
Erica Ott
Rachel 0]i
Gina Palmleri
Maggie Pence
Jenna Ponollo
Sarah Petersen
Emily Reeves
Nicole Rollins
Krisren Ross
Dory Rousos
Jackie Schlege
Amy Seiffert
Stacy Serey
Stacey Stem'
Kendra Stewi
Katie String*
Sarah Tache
Larua Tass
Leah Tonie
Kristen Wad
Blpir Watson
Amy Wittmer
Sarah Yachanin
Kelly Young
Kern Zamler
Kori Brown
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Ryan Cook
Josh Bashalany
Mike Austin
Paul Miller
Bryan Kessler
*att Rayome
j Josh Coy
/ Billy Hicks
I Terry Speth
i Brian Hupp
Josh Yoslck
Matt Mauer
AlaX'Wright
Jeff Eitel
Ryan Edwards
Jimmy Myers
Kevin DiNarda
Ryan Stortch
Pat Mather
Matt Hyden
Sean Guiliano
Jordan Bell
;ory Inman
leson Czech
'Steve Dutton
reg Kohlrieser
Praia Tuttle
Chns Oryl
Rob Eberts
Brad Filips
Aaron Brown
Brian Carr
Andrew Mort
Michael Herrington
Pat Moore
Russ Nutt
Rob Seiffert
Justin Girard
• Reinemeyer
laron Sule
Sul Stennett
'Jon Sharpe
L Jason Lutz
dollars
Houck
forwick
Grant
Earl Cabellon
Aaron Schumaker
Dave Schronberg
Danny Loar
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it after Bartman, the fan wearing
a Cubs cap, deflected a foul ball
clown !hc"left-fieta line in GaTne
6oftheNLCS.
"I'd like to win and put him in
the parade with us," Cubs manager
Dusty Baker said.
"Exonerate him for life."
Also this season:
— Lee Mazzilli (Baltimore!
and Ozzie Guillen (White Sox)
become first-time managers.
Dave Miley got the job in
Cincinnati after holding it on an
interim basis for the second half
last season. In an interesting
coincidence, Miley and fellow
managers Tony La Russa, Lou

Piniella and Carlos Tosca all
come from Hillsborough County
in Florida.
— Fred McGriff, sent to TripleA by Tampa Bay this week, needs
nine home runs for No. 500. Ken
Griffey Jr., beset by injuries since
joining the Reds and hurt again
in spring training, is 19 homers
shy of the milestone.
— Paul Molitor, the new hitting coach in Seattle, and Dennis
Eckersley will be inducted into
the Hall of Fame this summer.
Future Hall of Famer Rickey
Henderson, still eager to play at
45, is searching f6r a team.

Editor
Applications

Bowling Green State University

are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications
for the following positions:

•BG News editor
summer 2004

•BG News editor

2004-2005 academic year

The Gavel editor

2004-2005 academic year

The Key yearbook editor
2004-2005 academic year

The Obsidian

2004-2005 academic year

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
Applications are due: 5 p.m. Friday, April 16th
204 West Hall

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT
130 E. Washington St. Bnwllng Grrcn

419-354-6036
1st month 1/2 off I
Low security deposits!
(For Highland and Jay-Mar only)
The Highlands- One bedroom.
Laundry facilities In building. A/C,
Quletl Starting at $395
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities In building, A/C. Qas
heal Starting at S510
The Homestead - One and two
bedroom, A/C. on-site laundry,
ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers,
skylights, vaulted ceilings.
Additional Site to Choose from:
Summit HIM
We'll take care ot you. Best price.
well maintained, privacy and deadbott
security, large apartments.
24-hr Maintenance.

HIGH LAND

Interviews will be held on Wednesday, April 21st.

■.'■'■•■•■:■-■■•■■■-

MANAGEMENT

l www.bghfghlandmgmt.coni
\^ hlghUnd@wcnet.org
J
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life

calendar of events
Friday

11 p.m.
Grasshopper Pie
The Skeleton Crew
Fuse
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
Weszt
NateSWally's

READ,
THRU

11 p.m.
Soul FM
Brewster's

By Eric Hariri
PUISf ItRIIER

When a customer stops
into a restaurant after a
long nigh) at the bar, they
probably never slop to
think what it is like to he
on the other side of the
counter.
According to a few third
shift workers in town, it is
a whole other atmosphere when dealing with
customers at night during the weekend.
"A majority of the time
they are a drunk crowd,"
said [Justin Brozene, a
server at I risch's Big Boy.
It lakes a certain type of

7:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "Shrek"
Union Theater
11 p.m.
UAO Presents " Cat in the Hat"
Union Theater
7:30 p.m.
"Treehouse Troupe"
Joe £. Brown Theater
$5

Saturday
11 p.m.
Primary Blues Band
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Gamble Brothers
NateSWally's

personality for a worker

to heahle to deal with
large crowds of college
students who are intoxicated late at night.
"I have a really high tolerance for people who
aren't in the right slate of

mind," Brozene said.
I or some servers, the
relaxed atmosphere during the late night shift
makes being al work
more enjoyable.
"I think the customers'
altitude and energy is
heller," Stachowski said.
Hut, even though the
customers may he in a
heller mood, they also
make more of a mess.
"Usually the dining

room and bathroom are
the worse lo clean on the
weekend," bcarringcr
said.
Al other places the
messes can sometimes
he much worse then a
dirty dining room or

bathroom.
"I would say .we have
more deliberate messes,"
Brozene said
At l-'ri sch's Big Boy customers have wiped puke
on the windows in the
dining room and are
known lo steel condiments from the tables
during third shift.
LATE SHIFT, PAGE 10

11 p.m.
Twilight Babies
Brewster's
7:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "Cat in the Hat"
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "Shrek"
Union Theater
7:30 p.m.
"Treehouse Troupe"
Joe E. Brown Theater
$5

^■t

~^M

w.y

WK "M

Sunday
3 p.m-2 a.m.
Carnival of Fools:
Benefit for NoHarm
Howard's Club H
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents Cat in the Hat"
Union Theater
2 p.m.
"Treehouse Troupe"
Joe E Brown Theater
$5

Art students receive
recognition for works

Monday
8 p.m.
jazz Guitar and Vocal Jazz
Ensembles
Bryan Recital Hal
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Watty's

By Nichole Rominski

Tuesday

PULSE WRITER

During my first year here on
campus, I, as many other students, have visited the Union.
On one of my visits I noticed the
Art Department's Senior Thesis
Exhibition. Partly because the
art is so amazing and partly
becauseof a nudge from my editor, 1 decided to investigate the
matter further.
The Senior Thesis Exhibition
is when graduating seniors with
a bachelors in fine arts get to
show off their best work.
"The students submit a few
pieces that are representative of
their best work of their four years
in school" said gallery director
Jacqueline Nathan. "The submitted pieces are then judged by

Comedy/Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe

Wednesday
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe
11 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Watty's

EVENTS, PAGE 11

a faculty jury who will decide
which pieces are accepted into
the exhibition."
The students also write an
artist statement that is placed
next to their particular display.
However, don't be fooled like I
was. The display is only a small
sample of the student's work.
The faculty jury also decides
which pieces will represent the
work as a whole and be placed
on display in the Union to attract
the interest of passers-by.
Students can
visit the
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries in the Fine
Arts Building to view displays by
artists such as graphic designer
Nick Pietravoia.
The art itself is truly aweinspiring. There is a wide variety

of exhibits in the display which
includes pictures and sculptures
as well as paintings.
Each artist has more than one
part to their exhibit so the viewer can capture the various
visions created by the artists.
"It takes us a long time to put
together," Nathan said, "we're
very proud of it"
An artist can also receive
awards for their work
A few of the awards include
the Block-Heskett award, the
Labino Art and Technology
award, and the BowenThompson Student Union
Purchase award. They are valued
from a $75 gift certificate award ed to Kara Daving to the $900
paid to Robin Shafer by the
Student Union.

In addition to, the awards,
some students have also elected
to put their art work up for sale.
"It is entirely the student's choice
to put something up for sale or
not" says Nathan.
The Senior Thesis Exhibition
is definitely something to see. I
was honestly impressed when I
saw some of the an work up on
display. The photographs really
make you think and the paintings are visually captivating.'
Ending on April 7, the Senior
Thesis Exhibition will make
room for those artists receiving
their masters in fine arts, in the
MFA Thesis Exhibition.
If you get a chance, go over to
the Fine Arts Building and check
it out. It's something no one
should miss.

MFA Thesis
Exhibition
Schedule
April 18 - 25
Sarah Brokke
Kari Doane
David Diin.ii
Ngoc Nhu My Nguyen
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Aaron Witwer
Willard Wankelman Gallery
April 24
7-9 p.m.
Closing Reception
April 30 - May 7
Julie Kiechel
Brandon Harrell
Diane Shearon
Jason Lewis
Dorothy Urber Bryan Gallery
7- 9 p.m.
April 30
Opening Reception
April 19-May 8
MFA Spotlight
Union Galleries'

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW36NEWS.COM/PULSE
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"Usually the dining room and
bathroom are the worst to clean
on the weekend."

HOLOCAUST I THIRD IN A FOUR-PART SERIES

Spielberg's award-winner
captures tragedy of times
By left VanK
PUISi

WRITER

The Holocaust became all too
real last night at the Gish
I heater with Steven Spielberg's
masterful "Schindler's List." This
installment of the Holocaust
Series is the most graphic of the
series and is also the most realistic
"Schindler's List" gives us a
first hand account of what life
would have been like for the
lews of Poland under the Nazi's
rule. As the movie plot continues to build, we see how the
Nazi's systematically wiped out
the Jewish people. In the beginning of the film, people are
forcibly being removed from
their homes and relocated to the
ghettos.
In one heart wrenching
sequence after another, we see
horrifyingly accurate portrayals
of the liquidation of the ghettos
and life in a concentration
camp.
When we first meet Oskar
Schindler (Uam Neeson) he is a
shameless man that welcomes
the Nazi rule. He doesn't necessarily share the Nazi ideology,
but he sees a good opportunity
when one presents itself. He is

TONY C AND
THE TRUTH
DEM0NOPH0NIC
BLUES
Lava Records

now able to live in a newly available apartment and he'll be able
to pay the Jews slave wages to
work in his factory. Schindler
doesn't exactly know how to run
a factory so he hires a lewish
accountant Itzhac Stem (Ben
Kingslcy) to run the operation.
Stern and Schindler are both
working an angle with this factory. Schindler sees an opportunity to make a lot of money without doing much work. Stem
sees an opportunity to save the
lives of his friends and family.
Both men know what the other
is up to, but choose to look the
other way because they need
each other.
Soon Oskar Schindler's values
change and he is no longer in it
for the money. He now sees that
the Jews are being exterminated
and he is the only chance of salvation for his workers. The film
never tells us outright when he
changes, hut 1 think it happens
when he sees the liquidation of
the ghettos. This is when the
Jews were forced out of their
communal homes and shipped
off to the labor camp.
Women and children are
openly executed in the streets as
people are herded into lines. As

Ever.
Bottom Line: The truth is
that this album is probably not
worthy of your time. Besides,
at the rate that Tony C is going,
this could be a one album
band before they have to
change the name to Tony C,
His Voice Box and the Truth.
- Chelsea Howard

Schindler looks on, he notices a
little girl wandering the streets in
confusion. Spielberg brilliantly
gives the girl's dress color so she
stands out. We sec her go up to
her apartment and cower under
her bed. Schindler never learns
the young girl's fate until he visits Auschwitz. In this scene
Schindler can do nothing but
helplessly watch.
He can save lives though and
(hat is what his life's mission
becomes from then on. Once
the Jews are at the labor camp
they are under thecontrolofthe
very evil man Amon Goeth
(Ralph Fiennes).
Goeth is a hypocrite in every
sense of the word. He believes
that Jews are worthless beings
and uses them as target practice
from the balcony of his "villa"
that overlooks the prison yard.
That doesn't stop him from
falling in love with Helen Hirsch,
an attractive Jewish woman that
he forces to be his "personal
maid."
"Schindler's List" is Spielberg's
best film, as it is his most personal. At the end of this film we
see a man who risked his life
and spent his entire fortune to
save over nine hundred lives.

pared to Lou Reed and
Leonard Cohen, but Wagner
takes himself less seriously,
delivering his whispered tales
with a hint of irony and no
sense of urgency.
Tracks on Aw CMon like
"Women I lelp to Create the
Kind of Men They Despise"
and "Action Figure," find
Wagner at his quirky best.
Meanwhile, No, You CMon
spices up the mellow mood
with grungier offerings like
"Nothing Adventurous Please"
and "The Gusher."
Be warned, Lambchop may
not appeal to all listeners,
especially musical vegetarians.
But for those who are still looking for a true alternative to the
alternative, pick up one or
both of these albums.
■Anilreu'Clayman

Knock, Knock. Who's there?
Five men from upstate New
York who were sick of their day
jobs, decided to get together
TWO IN ONE REVIEW
and write songs about booze
LAMBCHOP
and women.
Tony C and The Truth's first
album, Demonophonic Blues,
AW C'MON &
combines elements of good
musicianship, scary and most- NO, YOU C'MON
ly annoying vocals and a DJ
Merge Records
that sounds as if he is letting
gcibils run all over the
turntable, creating a rather
nauseating sound.
No, they have nothing to do
And to think that they
with Shari lewis' lovable sock
opened for Sugar Ray in a prepuppet, and yes, they just
vious concert leg. Astonishing!
might be the best band you've
The album opens with a
never heard of.
track called, "Who I Are."
LOU REED
With six albums already
If the terrible grammatical
under their belts, Lambchop
error doesn't get on your
have earned themselves a cult ANIMAL
nerves, just wait until the
following and a reputation
SERENADE
vocals begin.
among critics as one of the
Tony C, who credits his
most ambitious and imaginaraspy vocals to the fact that he
Wamet Bros.
tive American bands of the
smokes unfiltered Lucky
past decade.
Strikes, has a voice that sounds
Where do I begin? First of all,
Now the Nashville supervery forced at times.
Lou Reed is a legend. But his
group is back and doubling
His publicists' describe it as
their pleasure with the simulmost recent release, Animal
matching the likes of Brian
Serenade, has a few disaptaneous releases of two new
lohnson from AC/DC to Tom
albums, Aw CMon and No, You pointments. On the other
Waits, even though Brian
CMon.
hand, there are a few elements
lohnson rarely dropped out of
that come as a pleasant surIt's not the first time a band
a high falsetto and Tom Waits
prise.
has released separate albums
is a baritone.
I have to commend him on
on the same day (Tom Waits,
Tony C is a low bass. I le hits
this CD, which is a recorded
Bruce Springsteen and Guns
notes that almost hurt to listen 'N' Roses did). But after listenlive performance from the
to because the notes are not
ing to both CDs, it's hard to see Wiltem Theatre and the
hit well. Tony C's voice can best why Lambchop couldn't have
Westwood One. Also praisebe described as Tom Keifer
saved their fans some cash and worthy are his performances
from Cinderella playing
packaged the two discs as a
from early Velvet Underground
around with one of those bad
double Lfi
classics "Heroin," "Venus In
voice machines that makes
Then again, it's also hard to
Furs" and "All Ibmorrow's
one sound like a giant.
feel guilty about putting a few
Parties;" as well as several
Whatever it is, it needs to
selections from his previous
extra bucks in the coffer of a
end. You can do it Tony C, and
release, The Raven.
band this beautifully bizarre.
Nicorette can help.
The 2-CD live album is the
lambchop tends to get cateThe song "No Pain" is quotthird of his live performance
gorized among the likes of soed to be "Complete with the
albums, the prior being Rock &
called "alt-country" bands like
kind of guitar licks that B.B.
Roll Animal and TakeNo
Wilco and the Jayhawks, but
King's main squeeze, iAicille,
Prisoners, credited as being the
both Aw CMon and No, You
might have spit out at you."
best live albums ever made.
CMon exhibit a diversity of
Unless B.B. King had huge
Where my disappointment
sounds and styles that makes
blonde mall hair and wore
comes in is with Inn Reed's
any classification pT ' hopemore makeup than most
between-song banter. Often
less.
women in the 80s, he would
longwinded and purposeless,
Eccentric front n
most likely not enjoy the licks
his babbling becomes irritating
Wagner and his sm.
y of
being squeezed out of either
and you wish he would just get
backing musicians mu.v from
guitarist in this band.
on with it and play the next
the lush orchestration and
The song leaves one anticipedal steel sweetness of classic number. While it's easy enough
pating a surprise duet with
to hit the "skip" button on your
Nashville ("Steve McQueen"
Bret Michaels at any time, and
CD player, after every song this
and "Listen") to the rhythm
the women backup singers
and blues of Memphis ("Under task becomes annoying
really seal the deal for the 80s
a Dream of a Lie") and still find
While some of Reed's lyrics
theme.
seem watered down, they only
time to drop in elements of
The most horrible injustice
.make the great rock and roll
jazz, pop, folk, soul and indie
is done to the cover of "Fight
rock.
songs that much more enjoyFor Your Right (to Party)." I
able. If you can handle the
Lambchop's 40-something
really hope The Beastie Boys
singer, Wagner, is like that
nonsensical commentary of
have not heard this rendition;
one of the foundations of
weird uncle who visits your
the only thing this song makes family on holidays, gets drunk
modem music, check this out.
you want to fight for is that
- Andrea Wilhelm
and methodically shares his
people who are still Irving in
observations on everything
the 80s and driving Camaros
except the topic at hand. His
never get a hold of tliis song
vocal stylings have been com-

PENNY BEARRINGER, LATE NIGHT SHIFT EMPLOYEE

In the film's epilogue we find
that there are over 6,000 descendants from "Schindler's Jew's".
That is 2,000 more than the
lewish population of Poland.
The film ends as actual
"Schindler lews" pay homage at
Schindler's grave. We see the difference that one person can
make when the rest of the population turned their heads This is
a remarkable film and will move
anyone who watches it
CAST OF SCHINDLER'S LIST
Liam Neeson - Oskar
Schindler
Ralph Fiennes - Amon
Goeth
Jonathon Sagall - Poldek
Pfefferberg
Norbert Weisser - Albert
Hujar
Ben Kingsley - Itzhak
Stern
Caroline Goodall - Emilie
Schindler
Embeth Davidtz - Helen
Hirsch
Andrzej Seweryn - Julian
Schemer
Malgoscha Gebel Victoria Klonoska

Rowdiness makes
late shift bearable
garlic bread with cheese and
LATE SHIFT, FROM PAGE 9
three subs during third shift
Fights among the customers
according to Kenny Stachowski
are more common during these
who is a server there.
late night shirts on the weekend
The most popular order
as welL To make sure nothing
among customers during third
happens between customers at
shift at Myles is boscos cheeseTaco Bell, police officers are
sticks. This is probably because
always keeping a watchful eye
they are a cheap appetizer that is
during the third shift on the
prepared quickly.
weekends.
Frisch's Big Boy draws specific
"The people are generally
crowds on certain nights of the
drunk and more rowdy,"
week, especially from Uptown's
Bearringer said. Sometimes it is
Drag Night and Goth Night, and
amusing for the workers to
the Cla-Zel's Rocky Horror
watch the customers at night.
Picture Show.
The simplest tasks like pushThere are also some advaning a door open or ducking
tages for the servers who are able
under a guard rail become diffito deal with the customers durcult for some of the more intoxiing third shift.
cated customers according to
"That's when I can make the
Bearringer.
most money," Stachowski said
Not only are many of the cus- • when asked what he enjoyed the
tomers intoxicated, they are also
most about working third shift.
hungry after a long night.
For some servers the relaxed
According to Penny
atmosphere during the late night
Bearringer, she was surprised
shift makes being at work more
when two customers ordered $40 enjoyable.
worth of tacos while she was
Overall, though some of the
working at a popular fast food
customers make it difficult on
chain in town.
the third shift workers to do their
At Myles, nine students have
jobs, it doesn't seem to be as bad
ordered three large pizzas, a large as many people would imagine
order of boscos cheese-sticks,
on the other side of that counter.

It begins to seem that "Faya"
was created because Louque
was having difficulties deciding on what direction the band
should go.
Bottom Line This album is
a take it or leave it kind of deal.
If you would like to try it before
you buy it, just go to your local
Hollister store, it is liable to end
up coming out of their speakers some time soon. Also, if
adding a piano to a few songs
on an album gives one the
right to compare themselves to
Coldplay, someone should
alert the Liberace estate. I'm
sure that would boost record
sales for them too
- Chelsea Howard

L0UQUE
SO LONG
Lava/Everline/
Newlafaya Records

The record promoter
geniuses at Lava Records have
promised that. "If you have a
fondness for Massive Attack,
you will dig Loque (sic)" and "If
you own a Coldplay record,
you will dig Louque."
Not only is it bad enough
that the record promoters can't
even spell their client's name
right, but to compare Louque,
which is pronounced "Luke,"
to trip-hop giants Massive
Attack or to the mainstream
SC00BYalternative sensation, Coldplay,
would be the humble equiva- D00 2:
lent of comparing apples to
MONSTERS
nuclear bombs.
UNLEASHED
Louque's debut album,
which will be released May
18th, So Long, supposedly galSOUNDTRACK
lops into a new category in
which Newlafaya Records has Warner Bros.
christened as "Faya."
"Faya" is described as an
attempt to blend New Orleans
Despite being number one
Street beats with a bit of a
at the box-office opening
Caribbean influence. Or in
week, "Scooby-Doo 2:
other words, "Faya" is just a
Monsters Unleashed," has
fancy gimmick name for the
received unfavorable reviews.
mixture of dub, dancehall,
Matching these bad reviews is
electronic and alternative
one more: My review for its
music in attempts to package
soundtrack. In a word, this CD
itself as something that is new
is horrible.
and exciting. Newlafaya, bring
Anyone who owns a CD
out your next contestant.
burner can easily recreate this
The album opens with a
soundtrack. This album comsong entitled, "Perique" which
bines some of the lamest pop
is a special type of tobacco that songs from the last three
can only be found in lead
decades. Its track list plays like
singer/songwriter's Dustan
an hour of mix radio.
Louque's hometown.
In addition to its classics, it
It opens with the sound of
features five brand new recordtwo older southern (perhaps
ings from some of today's new
Jamaican) men engaged in a
artists: Simple Plan, Ruben
conversation, followed by an
Studdard, Bowling For Soup
alternative sounding bass line
and others.
and an electronic-like melody
While fans of pop music will
clashing against Louque's
probably enjoy Fatboy Slims
scratchy, yet characterized
"The Rockafella Skank,"
voice.
Harvey Danger's "Flagpole
His voice can best be
Sitta," Wild Cherry's "Play that
described as a southern Jack
Funky Music" and the B-52's
Johnson that is trying to do his
"Love Shack;" chances are they
best impression of Dave
already have these songs
Matthews, but ends up soundburned on their favorite party
ing like a strangled lohn
CDs.
Ondrasik. A mix that is rather
While I did enjoy the addicaptivating at times, but just
tion of the New Radicals' "You
like the pet rocks of the 70s, all
Get What You Give," I'm not so
good things must come to an
desperate to buy this CD in
end.
order to own the one great
"Still In Waiting," which
song on the album.
combines reggae-like drum
If you happen to be a big fan
and bass rhythms, and "Kenny of Simple Plan or the Scooby
The let," which begins with a
Doo film, you may be interestvery angry young Brooklynite
ed to know that the CD is
threatening someone, along
enhanced with links to Simple
with being accompanied by
Plan's music video for "Don't
MC Pauley Ethnic, makes one
\ Va 11 n ,i Think About You" as
rather confused when trying to well as behind-the-scenes
figure out how exactly this
footage from filming of the
band was described as ambimovie.
ent.
Other than that, this soundThe cover of Mazzy Star's
track is not worth your time or
ballad, "Cry, Cry," does the
money.
song a fair justice; however, it's
- Andrea Wilhelm
nothing to write home about
V

Billboanl
FINDER'S TOP TEN
1. Usher Confessions
2. Godsmack The Other Side
3. The Vines Winning Days
4. Leftover Salmon Leftover
Salmon
5.N.E.R.D. Fly Or Die
6. Master ? Good Side/Bad
Side
7. Yeah Yeah Yeahs Fever To
Tell
8. Norah Jones Feels Like Home
9. The Passion Of Christ
Soundtrack
10. David Byrne Grown
Backwards

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "Dawn Of The Dead"
2. "Schindler's List"
(Remastered)
3. "Dave Chapelle Show:
Season One"
4. "School Of Rock"
5. "Matchstick Men"

WFAL FIVE ON THE
RISE
1. Psyopus Ideas of Reference
2. Icarus Line Penance Sioree
3. OneLineDrawing The
Volunteers
4. Machine Head Through the
Ashes of Empires
5. Grey Does Matter How to
Make Millions in Real Estate
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Yoga class to relax
students, faculty

Out with old, in with old
•••

Remakes: Good & Bad
By Glenn Lovell

of the Rings" trilogy owes
something to Ralph Bakshi's
animated "lXJI'R," which covered a book-and-a-half of the
trilogy in 1978.
Around the corner
— "WalkingTall" (April 2),
with The Rock now meting out
vigilante justice in a Pacific
Northwest town frill of drug
dealers;
—"The Alamo" (April 9), with
Billy Bob Thornton as an
unlikely stand-in for Duke
Wayne's musket-wielding Davy
Crockett;
—"The Stepford Wives"
(June 11), with Nicole Kidman
taking over for Katharine Ross
as a newcomer to a town full of
automaton hausfrauen;
— "The Manchurian
Candidate" (July30), with
Denzel Washington subbing for
Frank Sinatra as a war veteran
racing to foil a programmed
assassin; and
—"Alfie" (Sept. 17) with Jude
Law as the charming louse originally played by Michael Cable
There are so many remakes
in the pipeline—Pater Jackson
has swapped I lohbits for King
Kong, Adam Sandier and Chris
Rock are giving The longest
Yard" a comic makeover, Tim
Burton and lolmny Depp have
teamed up again for "Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate

KNIGHT RIDOER

By Rachel Bobak

The Instructor is originally
from Argentina and has been
teaching yoga for 20 years.
Longer meditation and relaxation cool downs is the difference between Bidart-Bouzat herself and other instructors, she
says. The cool down usually lasts
approximately 15 minutes.
The yoga class usually lasts 45
minutes long with postures and
stretches. Certain postures stimulate balance and increase activity in trie endocrine system,
Bidart-Bouzat said.
Deep breathing and focus is
the central aspect of yoga for
stress relieving circumstances.
Yoga also focuses on the physical
body by increasing flexibility and
muscle tone.
The tools needed for yoga are
mats, yoga blocks and wedges,
blankets and bolsters, yoga bags,
yoga straps, sandbags and yoga
balls.
For clothing, wear form fitting
shirts and pants, according to
yoga.com.
Yoga is an exclusive workout
for flexibility, meditation and
relaxation. If in the mood to contemplate life, yoga will smooth
out the rough edges into a more
relaxed state of serenity.
The yoga classes will be held in
308 McMaster Room every
Thursday from noon to 1p.m.,
starting the second session on
Apr. 1 until Apr. 29.
The sessions are 6 weeks long
for $40 with a maximum of 15
people.

PUlSt WRITER

Breathe in. Breathe out. Relax.
Repeat.
Relieve stress, meditate and
relax to enjoy life to the fullest.
Yoga is the new rage in the 21st
century for getting in-shape.
Yoga opens the body, mind and
spirit.
First developed 5,000 years
ago in India as a Buddhist tradition. Buddhism became the sensation to practice religion and
meditation.
The practice of yoga continues
today for all ages, not just in a
religious aspect. For college students, yoga can relax and i ran quilze the body, mind and spirit,
in between exams and homework assignments.
The Bowen-'lliompson
Student Union is sponsoring a
yoga class for students and faculty
Rosa Hanco, program coordinator for the Union, said that it
was easier for the faculty and
staff to have it in the Union
because it is during their lunch
hour and is close by.
"They mainly focus on meditation," said I lanco. "A lot of yoga
now is much more advanced."
In the yoga class taught by
Gaby Bidart-Bouzat, she tries to
ensure her students the ultimate
relaxation.
"1 focus more on relaxation,"
she says. "I've noticed in America
that the yoga classes are more
fast paced."
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The great lohn I luston,
whose resumd included "The
African Queen" and "The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
had little good to say about his
industry's maddening habit of
repeating itself. "Don't remake
good movies," the director once
groused. "Remake bad ones!"
What would Huston think of
the current glut of Hollywood
remakes? Everywhere you look
these days there are big-budget
redos: "Dawn of the Dead,"
"Ned Kelly" and "The
Ladykillers"— all, ahem, "reimaginings" of cult favorites.
They follow in the choppy
wake of numerous star-vehicle
remakes, including "Swept
Away" with Madonna,
"Cheaper by the Dozen" with
Steve Martin, "Freaky Friday"
with Jamie Lee Curtis, "Ocean's
Eleven" with George Clooney,
and "The Italian Job," "Planet of
the Apes" and "The Truth About
Charlie" (a modern-day
"Charade") all with Mark
Wahlberg, i lollywood's Remake
King.
Technically speaking, the last
two best-picture Oscar winners
were remakes. "Chicago" is a
musical version of the silent
"Chicago" from 1927 and "Roxie
Hart" from 1941, and "The Lord

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Free poetry contest open to BG residents

FUN YOGA FACTS
•Celebrities such as Madonna,
Ricky Martin, Al Pacino,
Catherine Zeta-Jones and
Annette Bening are (outing
Yoga's unique benefits.

•23% of Americans said they
regularly do Yoga, meditation or
other stress reducing exercises
(Wall Street Journal NBC poll),

if

•fortune 500 Companies
including Nike, Citibank, IBM
and Apple now offer on-site Yoga
classes for employees.

•Over 74% of traditional health
clubs are now offering Yoga in
their activities.(lntemational and
Racket Sports Association, 2000).

•Medical doctors such as Dean
Omish and insurance companies such as Blue Shield prescribe and cover Yoga for patients
with heart disease, asthma, and
diabetes (U.S. News & Vtorld
Report).

•Recognized as complementary to sports like golf or tennis,
Yogu improves mental and physical performance and protects
against injury.
And like golf - Yoga is not age
dependent.

•The media is covering Yoga
including fashion, health and
lifestyle magazines such as
Harper's Bazaan W, I lealth,
Instyle, Talk and Rolling Stone.

The International Library
of Poetry, the largest poetry
organization in the world, has
announced that $58,000 in
prizes will be awarded this
year in the International
Open Poetry Contest.
Poets from Bowling Green,
including beginners, are
encouraged to try to win their
share of over 250 prizes.
To enter, send one original
poem, any subject and any

style to: The International
library of Poetry. Suite 19919,
I Poetry Plaza, Owning Mills,
MD2I117.
The poem should be 20
lines or less and the author's
name and address should
appear on the top of the page.
Entries must be postmarked or sent via the
Internet by May 31. You may
also enter online at
www.poetry.com.

1FC>IR<GET?

Facts obtained from:
www. them issingpeace. net

BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
k. A A
1
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
WED
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
LADIES DAY
SELECTIONS
20% OFF
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

^Lingerie (Boutique'

COLL

Thursday

9 p.m.
WBGU-FM 88.1 Presents
The Natural History
Animal Animal
The Drama Club
Howard's Club H

11 p.m.
Mest
Fallout Boy
Matchbook Romance
Dynamite Boy
Howard's Club H

11 p.m.
Jeremy Culpepper
Brewster's

Dl Diamond
Nate & Wally's

A*\

During an average lifetime, a
man will spend 3,350 hours
removing 8.4 meters
of stubble...snip snip snippy

KMvwt Jtwtliy

KLEVERS JEWELRY
*
*
*
*

Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
Engraving
Plaques & Awards
Special Orders Welcomed

86 Years Young!
* Watches
* Jewelry
* Diamonds

* Pendants
* Earrings
* Bracelets

ENGRAVING

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

JFWFLRY • TROPHIES • SILVt R • >'l AQ II

OHIO

/- inrvnic ricrricc
Occupational iherapLsls use occupations, or everyday tasks,
BACHELOR S DEGREE to a iherapeullcally to help people facing disablUUes or the
•
challenges of aging learn or relearn the skills needed for
i CX |\ £^ Y*
the Job of living. They work in a variety of settings such as:
■^ IV^li
» Hospitals
* Schools
LAZVKZL
►WMaces
► Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative facilities
► Community based facilities
The Medical College of Ohio offers a master's degree in
occupational therapy. Reasons students choose to study at
MCO Include:
► MCO's faculty members are nationally recognized as
therapists, educators and researchers.
► US News and World Report ranks MCO's occupational
therapy program tenth in the nation.
► Small class size allows for Individual attention.
► Clinical opportunities are offered each semester of
enrollment.
Applications for Fall 3004 admission are being accepted.
For more Information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us al (419) 383-4429. mol@>mco.edu or visit our Web site at
www.inco.edu/allh/ol/ ,
Healing Begins with KnmAxige

■■■•■'■•'. --'v-

Wednesday

Cash or Check

^

nTCJKF* YlYl If* ^^ider a Career as an Occupational Therapist

T CX\ TCM

EVENTS, FROM PAGE 9

Serving the University since 1918

CORNER RT 6 8,23
419-288-2131
OF

THEBAD
"The Outrage"— (Martin Ritt,
1964). All that and more! Paul
Newman attempts a Hispanic
version of Toshiro Mifune's bandit in "Rashomon."
"A Star Is Bom"—{Frank
Pearson, 1976). Barbra
Streisand in an insipid, narcissistic soft-rock remake of the
backstage perennial.
"King Kong"—(John
Guillermin, 1976). Jessica Lange
pitching woo to a giant
mechanical ape that fails to
perform.
"Cape Fear"—(Martin
Scorsese, 1991). Robert De Niro
is monstrously over-the-top as
ex-con Max Cady. '
"The Getaway"—(Roger
Donaldson, 1994). What, the
Sam Peckinpah original with
Steve McQueen at his most
charismatic wasn't exciting
enough?
"Psycho"—(Gus Van Sam,
1998). Tantamount to sacrilege.

Open Monday-Saturday • Comer of I'oe & Haskias (Fairview Plaza)

www.myadultwarehouse.com

MEDICAL

"The Ladykillers"—(Ethan
and Joel Coen, 2004). As
improbable as it sounds, the
Brit comedy from 1955 about a
quintet of larcenous screw-ups
works just as well in the Deep
South, thanks to first-rate set
design and Tom Hanks as the
eccentric, oddly lovable
"brains" of the outfit

Mest to perform at
Howard's Thursday

titfiSPti

DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

THEGOOD
"His Girl Friday"— (Howard
Hawks, 1940). The wildly imaginative rethinking of "The Front
Page" is one of the all-time
great screwball comedies.
"The Maltese Falcon"—(John
Huston, 1941). The third version of the Dashiell Hammett
mystery is the stuff that hardboiled dreams are made of.
invasion of the Body
Snatchers"—(Phil Kaufman,
1978). "They're still coming to
get you!" Don Siegel's clammy
classic about suspiciously
vacant pod people was updated
for the even more self-involved
Me Generation. Remade again,
much less successfully, in '94.
"Heaven Can Wait"—
(Warren Beatty, 1978). Beatty's
remake of "I lere Comes Mr.
Jordan" strikes just the right balance between satire and whimsy and boasts a wonderful comedy ensemble.
"The Fly"—(David
Cronenberg, 1986). The hit
from 1958 about a basement
experiment that goes horribly
wrong gets a full makeover, and
the results are 10 times as scary.

Spring ahead!
Daylight-saving time
begins Sunday at 2
a.m.

^ ADULT MART WEST ^

18 &
OLDER

Factory"—that rather than ask,
"What's next?" it almost would
save time to enumerate those
rare original-screenplay projects.

vmmwut

account Executive
The BG News has 1 Summer and 3 Fall openings
for qualified students to work in part-time selling.
■ Real World- Experience
• Flexible Hours
Pay Based on Commission
♦ Fun Atmosphere
• Resume Builder
•RFFFRRFD TANDIDATF^
■ So. or Jr. Business or IPC Major
•Own Transportation
• Detail Oriented
• Interested in a Sales or
Advertising Career

APPLY IN PERSON
204 West Hall
Bring Resume If Available
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CAUTION
CHILDREN
This weekend,
the kids invade
once again

AT PLAY

Sluhe Restivo
POKIER

W'ith five years of success under their belts,
committees from all over campus, including
the Resident Student Association and the
Outdoor Program Adventure Club, have combined to make
the 6th annual Sibs N' Kids weekend—beginning today— an
entertaining and bonding experience for University students
and their siblings.
From the very beginning,
RSA has sponsored a carnival in
the Perry Field I louse. Over the
years, more activities have been
added to the schedule.
Other universities including
Ohio State, Ohio University and
the University of Toledo also
have similar weekends dedicated to younger siblings and family members in the spring. Last
year the University hosted
more than 400 guests during
this weekend and is expecting
to attract just as many this year.
Today, students and their
guests have free admission to
the Student Recreation Center
between 6-11 p.m.
For the rest of the day, the

participants have the option of
attending the BGSU Tennis vs.
Northern Illinois game, the
Treehouse Troupe Theatre
Productions, a planetarium
show, a piano concert, movies
playing in the Union Theater,
and a karaoke night in the
Falcon's Nest, among other
activities.
"It's so cute to watch a 7-yearold sing, 'Man 1 feel like a
woman,' and really get into it,"
said Heather M. Bishara, the
program coordinator for Sibs
N'Kids weekend.
The purpose of Sibs N' Kids
weekend is to bring families
closer together. But these
events are not limited to family,

Bishara said. Students are also
encouraged to Invite friends.
For Colby Zachrich, an art
education major, visiting his
older brother during Sibs N'
Kids weekend is still a favorite
memory.
"I always had fun hanging
out with my brother's friends
and catching a glimpse of life
on campus," he said. "It's cool
because I used to visit my
brother on Sibs N' Kids weekend, but now my younger sister
visits me. She likes meeting my
friends, everyone here is really
nice to her."

Security, safety
important aspects
of the weekend

For some, Sibs N' Kids weekend is a time for University students to expose their siblings to
college life and to spend quality
time while having good, clean
fun. For others this weekend is a
time to show their younger siblings one side of the college life
that they've only heard about—
partying and drinking.
Although these two compo-

I

>

nents aren't required to have a
good time, seriojs consequences will be rendered to
those who drink and are underage.
The biggest concern for
University Police this weekend
is underage consumption.
While additional officers will
not be on duty for the weekend,
extra officers will be available to
help crack down on underage
consumers.
According to Tony Dotson,
patrol officer with University
Police, there has historically
been a higher number of incidents of fighting and vandalism
during Sibs N' Kids weekend.
"Our primary concern is that
everyone has a good time but

s

Compiled by Adam Wright

o you want to bring your siblings to the University for
Sibs N' Kids weekend but you wouldn't be caught
dead at one of the campus activities? Here's a list of
some off-campus fun that everyone can enjoy:

Professor Tinker's
Playhouse and
Workshop:

This is probably the best destination for sibling fun in
Bowling Green. Half of the store,
located in the
Woodland
Towne Center, is a toy store
while the other half is a Chuck
E. Cheese's-esque playroom
equipped with an air hockey
table, ski ball, among other
games.
Hours: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday and Saturday and
Sunday from Noon to 5 p.m.

Xscape:
Make sure your brothers and
sisters bring their skateboards
and rollerblades to this indoor
skate park. Also located in the
Woodland Towne Center, the
park is filled with ramps and
they even make you sign a
waver before skating which
either means it's really dangerous or really exciting. It costs
S10 per skater for the whole day.
Hours: 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday, Noon to midnight
Saturday and Sunday from
Noon to 7 p.m.

COSI:
If you can make the trip to
downtown Toledo, this handson science center is well worth
it. You can ride a bicycle on a
thin wire 20 feet in the air and
speak to someone through
huge yellow discs 100 feet apart.
does
so safety,"
Dotson said.
"Be mindful of the consequences of your actions and try
to set a good example."
According to Sean Can general manager of Junction Bar
and Grill, they are the strictest
bar in town when it comes to
cracking down on underage
drinkers and have led the city in
taking ID's and deterring underage people.
"Dont come here if you're not
21 and if you have a bad attitude
you're not allowed in here," Carr
said.

Off-Campus
Activities that are
fun for all ages

This weekend is also the beginning of Sandsational Spring
Break where you can play in
sand and view sand sculptures.
Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday and Saturday and Noon
to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Cost: Children 2 and under
get in free, ages 3 to 12 are $6.50,
ages 13-65 are $8.50 and ages 65
and up are $6.

night Saturday and Sunday it
costs $3.00. Shoe rental is $1.75.

ToldedoZoo:

The ( la -/el. the historic theatre in downtown Bowling
Green, will not be playing any
child-friendly movies this weekend until Sunday's showing of
To Kill a Mockingbird.
Cost: Tickets are $3.75 for
children 12 and under and
adults 65 and over. Tickets for
adults in between are $6.00.

They have animals and animals are fun.
Hours: Are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
all weekend.
Cost: Children under 2 get in
free, ages 2 to 11 and 60 and up
are $6 and everyone in between
are $9. Parking is $5.

Bowling:

You can probably go bowling
at home, but if you have some
avid bowling fans in your family
diere are two bowling alleys
right in town.
Al-Mar lanes, 1010 N. Main
St., has open bowling after 9
p.m. Friday and Saturday and
after 1 p.m. Sunday. It costs
$3.75 to bowl and $1.75 for
shoes.
Varsity Lanes, 1033 S. Main
St., has open bowling all weekend.
Hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday
it costs $2.50. After 6 p.m.
Friday and from 10 a.m. to mid-

Movies:
Again, you can see a movie
anytime with your siblings, but
if nothing on the above list
appeals to you, there are two
movie (heaters in Bowling
Green to quench your cinematic thirst.

Woodland Mall Cinema 5
charges $3.50 for movies before
6 p.m., tickets after 6 p.m.
Friday and Saturday are $5.75.
For children ages 1 through 10
and adults 65 and up tickets are
always $3.50. Make sure you
bring cash, though, because
this theatre does not accept
credit or debit.

Quality Tune:

Above all else, just spend time
with your siblings. Not only is
this activity free, but you know
your siblings will enjoy it
because they came up to see
you.

Dining services offer special treats
By AlliaJ. Miller
REPORTER

Sibs N' Kids will need fuel to
keep them going for all the
activities planned for this weekend. With everything that will be
taking place, the young ones
will definitely need food to keep
them energized for the festivities.
For this reason, officials with
University Dining Services hope
they can help out with menu

specials.
"More kid-friendly food items
and desserts that appeal to
younger children will be
offered," said Nancy loseph,
food coordinator at Dining
Services.
If you're wondering where to
take your younger sibling or kid,
check out a few of the tasty
options available at local dining
halls. Also, the Union will be
offering free "kiddie cones" at

Freshens ice cream all weekend
(until Sunday at 3 pm).
Students and their guests can
also annul brunch with mascots, Freddie and Frieda Falcon
in the Union ballroom Sunday
from lla.m.-l p.m.
Other offers include Saturday
and Sunday breakfast specials
for $3.50 in Founders Hall,
TREATS, PAGE 15
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BB GUN SHOTS FIRED ON BUS
CHILLICOTHE, Ohio (AP) — A school bus was shot by
BB guns while dropping children off at a trailer park
yesterday afternoon, authorities said.
No one was hurt and sheriff's deputies arrested two
16-year-olds. Ross County Sherriff's Lt. Dennis
McKeever said the boys were arrested and released to
their parents pending the formal filing of charges.

NATION
Three Miami police officers
convicted in gun cover-up
By Catherine Wilson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

George Kochanwc. Jr. AP Photo

SPREADING LIKE WILDFIRE: A slurry bomber drops retardent
on a home just east of Seaman Reservoir. Thursday afternoon
April, 1 2004, while battling a wildfire near LaPorte, Colorado.

Colorado wildfire
moves toward
subdivisions
By Catherine Tsai
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LAPORTE. Colo. (AP) —
Scores of families fled a windwhipped wildfire yesterday as il
crepi toward homes in the
northern Colorado foothills.
The evacuation was voluntary and no homes were
burned. Officials said the fire
was being pushed by wind
gusting to 35 inph. Il nearly
doubled in size yesterday to
3,500 acres.
Sheriff Jim Alderden said
flames had drawn within a
quarter-mile of some homes by
yesterday evening.
"As long as we had our kids,
that's all that mattered," said
Andy Martinez, 38, who fled
with his wife, two children and
pet dog. "It's kind of surreal. You
wish it wasn't happening to
you."
It was unclear how many
people live in the development
70 miles northwest of Denver,
but authorities said the evacuation warning covered 140
homes in two subdivisions.
As a smoky haze settled over

nearby l-'ort Collins, shelters
were set up at a church and
junior high school for evacuees.
The
Federal Emergency
Management
Agency
approved federal aid to help
fight the fire.
The blaze, which began
Tuesday when a residential
yard fire got out of control,
could become more dangerous
with an approaching storm
front late yesterday, officials
said.
The fire is an ominous sign of
what could be a long fire season. Colorado, like much of the
West, remains in a drought
with little sign of relief.
In central Arizona, a 3,500acre wildfire was 75 percent
contained; full containment is
expected this evening. The fire,
first spotted Monday, was not
immediately threatening any
homes.
Southwest of Phoenix, a
5,700-acre wildfire burning in
the Gila River basin was contained by last night. No homes
or communities were threatened.

Money for
grades at
Southern U.
By Adamn Nossiter
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BATON ROUGE, La. — A
worker in Southern University's
registrar's office took money to
change grades for 541 current
and former students, the school's
chancellor said yesterday. The
scandal probably will cost at
least some students their degrees
and could lead to criminal
charges.
Both undergraduate and graduate students were implicated,
and some paid to have as many
as 20 grades changed,
Chancellor Edward Jackson said.
In the case that revealed the
scandal, computer records
showed a student receiving a
degree she hadn't earned, he
said.
"I strongly suspect when we
start revoking grades, we'll start
revoking degrees," Jackson said.
The school's report has been
turned over to East Baton Rouge
Parish District Attorney Doug
Moreau, who said he intends to
vigorously prosecute participants in the scandal.
Moreau said possible charges
include filing false public
records, forgery and bribery. He
declined to provide details about
the evidence, but said the university's investigation involved
more than 2,000 possible grade
changes.
A number of students interviewed on campus yesterday

M

said they were upset that fellow
students had bought grades.
"To me, it shouldn't be going
on. You've got to earn your
grade," said Leonard Pete, a
senior.
Some students, however, said
the practice was widely known,
though none said they had ever
paid for a grade.
"Sophomore year, it (cost) like
$75 a grade," said Eddie Green, a
senior.
Jackson said the yearlong
investigation into the scandal
began in March 2003, when a
student enrolled in a Soudicrn
graduate program presented
credentials showing she had
earned a bachelor's degree from
that department.
The department had no
record that the woman had ever
graduated and alerted university
auditors, who discovered that
unauthorized entries had been
made in a number of academic
records.
lb prevent similar abuses in
the future, the 17.000-student
university has new internal controls in place and has assigned
an internal auditor to monitor
the registrar's office, Jackson said.
Jackson
said
Southern
University has started contacting
the 541 people who were implicated. Each person will have a
chance for a hearing before a
panel of administrators and faculty members.

MIAMI —Three Miami police
officers were convicted yesterday for their part in a scheme in
which guns were planted near
the bodies of two fleeing robbers
shot to death by police.
Sgt. Jose Quintcro faces up to
five years for conspiracy for
planting one of the guns. Lt.
Israel Gonzalez and Officer Jorge
Garcia were convicted of covering up the scheme and face up to
10 years in prison for conspiracy,
perjury and obstructing justice.
The case was the latest trial to
come out Miami's biggest police
scandal in a generation. Eleven
officers in all were tried in the
scandal; nvo others struck plea
bargains. The scandal also ushered in a new police chief and
resulted in new shooting policies
and a civilian review board.

The verdict capped a fourweek trial that was disrupted in
the middle of deliberations
when three jurors were dismissed for health reasons or
other problems. The judge
rejected a defense request for a
mistrial and ordered deliberations to start over with two alternate jurors.
"The verdict represents a perversion of the jury process," said
defense attorney Sam Rabin.
But prosecutor Curtis Miner
said: "That's really the last resort,
once they have been found
guilty, to blame it on the jury,
iliis is a solid verdict"
The scandal involved charges
that undercover officers planted
guns after four police shootings
from 1995 to 1997 that left three
men dead.
All the officers charged in the
shootings belonged to elite

plainclothes units at a time
when the department was
under international pressure to
halt a string of deadly tourist
robberies.
In a trial nearly a year ago, a
jury acquitted four officers, convicted three others and deadlocked on four more. This latest
trial involved three of die officers
whose earlier case ended in a
hung jury.
The retrial centered on the
most dramatic shooting of the
scandal.
I-our robbers being pursued
by police in 1995 jumped out of
their moving car. One was
arrested, another got away, and
Antonio Young and Derrick
Wiltshire took their chances
jumping 20 feet off an overpass.
Young died of bullet wounds
below the bridge, and Wiltshire
fell mortally wounded in an

alley. Botli were shot in the back,
which is permissible under a
state law allowing police to
shoot at unarmed fleeing felons.
But the guns recovered near
them had no fingerprints, and
one was loaded witli the wrong
ammunition. Neither had been
fired.
Attorneys for the officers, who
are Hispanic, promised an
appeal and accused the jury of
being biased against llispanics.
Two of the excused jurors were
I lispanic, as were at least three
remaining jurors.
Marielys QuintetD, wife of one
of the defendants, said: "It was
obvious it would turn out like
this. After coming from Cuba, I
never thought there would be
such racism in this country."

Pending charges in condom
label fine print spark debates
By Martha Irvine
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — It's just a little bit
of wording on a condom packer
— so small that Justin Kleinman
hadn't noticed it until he squinted to read it recently.
"This is completely pointless,"
the 24-year-old Chicagoan said
of the warning telling him that,
while condoms can help prevent
the spread of some sexually
transmitted diseases, there are
no guarantees.
Even so, diat tiny bit of print is
at the center of a raging debate
now that President Bush has
asked the Food and Drug
Administration to modify the
current warning to include information about human papillomavirus, commonly called lll'V
or genital warts.
On one side are scientists who
believe dial condoms should be
promoted as a crucial line of
defense against several STDs
and cervical cancer. On the other
are groups that advocate waiting
for sex until marriage, and who
see the dangers of HPV as an
argument for dieir cause.
"The lack of information getting to the American public
regarding this disease is beyond
comprehension." said Linda
Klepacki, manager of the abstinence policy department at
locus on the Family, a Coloradobased organization.
She and others point to
research showing that condoms
don't necessarily prevent the
spread of HPV in part because it
may be found on parts of the
body the latex devices don't
cover. Abstinence is the best way
to prevent the disease, she
argues.
Adding that information to a
condom label would be "truth in
advertising," said Libby Gray.

She's the director of Project
Reality, an Illinois-based group
that teaches public school students about abstinence — and
notes that most students she
speaks with have no idea what
HPV is.
But scientists who study HPV
worry that abstinence groups are
dismissing important information to promote dieir own values.
"I want to be polite. But it
appalls me when I see scientific
and medical studies being
manipulated for a different
agenda," said Tom Broker. I le's a
professor of biochemistry and
molecular genetics at the
University of Alabama at
Birmingham and president of
the International Papillomavirus
Society, a coalition of experts
who study HPV
The focus, Broker said, should
be on the fact that condoms
have been shown to reduce the
risk of cervical cancer, which is
caused by HPV and which can
be detected and treated if
women get regular PAP smears,
(ine federal Centers for Disease
Control issued a recent report to
Congress that included the same
conclusion.)
Both he and Dr. Ward Cates,
former head of the CDC's
STD/H1V prevention group,
agreed that teaching abstinence
is a key to preventing the spread
of disease.
But when someone becomes
sexually active, they also believe
that "condoms are the best
imperfect way we have." said
Cates, now president of the family Health Institute of Family
Health International, nonprofit
global health organization based
in North Carolina.
Officials at the FDA concede
that boiling down a "very exten-

M Spencer Green AP Ptioto

sive and complicated" body of
scientific literature on lll'V and
into a few words on a condom
label is no easy task.
"It must be medically accurate
and at the same time, be clear
and understandable for, like, my
17-year-old when he goes out on
Saturday night" said Dr. Dan
Schultz, director of the FDA's
office of Device Evaluation. He
expects to issue recommendations on an IIPV warning by the
end of the year.
Some young people, meanwhile, are frustrated that so
much attention is being |>aid to
wording on a condom label.
"Honestly, getting people to
use a protection at all is the
biggest step," said lessica Keefe, a
21-year-old senior at the

University of Michigan. Marina
Libert, a 20-year-old junior at
Rutgers University, said she's
among those who'd be unlikely
to read or heed a condom package label.
"I'm a smoker, and I read the
warning labels on my cigarettes,
but I still smoke," she said.
"That's the same mentality that
teens might have toward condom labels."
She'd rather get information
from her doctor or books, magazines and Web sites. To dial end,
the makers of such condom
brands as Trojan and Durex have
posted information on their Web
sites about STDs, as has retailer
Condomania.com.

Attorney says Clinton's 9/11 policies still unknown
By Melissa Nelson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The
commission investigating the
Sept. 11 attacks isn't getting a full
picture of former President
Clinton's terrorism policies
because the Bush administration won't forward all of Clinton's
records to the panel, a lawyer
said.
Bruce Lindsey, Clinton's legal
representative for records and a
longtime confidant of the former
president told The Associated
Press on Wednesday that only
about 25 percent of nearly 11,000
pages have been turned over.
"I don't want (the commisi

i

sion) drawing the conclusion the
Clinton administration didn't do
X or Y and then there be a document that contradicts that and
they didn't have access to that
document because the current
administration decided not to
forward it to them," Lindsey said.
While presidential records are
sealed by law for five years after a
president leaves office, an exception was made to allow early
access for the Sept. 11 commission. The National Security
Council and Bush administration attorneys decided to turn
over just a fraction of Clinton's
documents, Lindsey said.
"The administration has inter-

preted the commission's request
differently from the archives
and, putting in the best light, has
found that three-fourths of the
pages did not comply with the
commission's request," he said.
"That's a fairly big difference of
opinion."
Taylor Gross, a White House
spokesman, said the administration has fully met the commissions requests for information.
"Whether documents from
the Ginton administration or
the Bush administration we have
worked to ensure the commission has all the information it
needs to get its job done," he
said.

Clinton and former Vice
President Gore have agreed to
meet privately with the 10-member commission. The panel also
plans to schedule a joint private
interview with President Bush
and Vice President Cheney.
Just TUesday, the White House
reversed itself and agreed to
allow National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice to testify
before the panel publicly and
under oath. The administration
previously had insisted she meet
privately with die commission,
citing constitutional concerns,
but eventually bowed to public
pressure.
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US OFFICIALS VOW TO PACIFY FALLUJAH
FALLUJAH, Iraq (AP) — A U.S. general
vowed an "overwhelming" response to
the murder and mutilation of four
American contractors, but U.S. troops
stayed out of this anti-American city
Thursday and fearful Iraqi police took no
action.

WORLD

Warrants issued for bombing
By Maria Jesus Prades
IHE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

MADRID, Spain — Spain for
the first time issued international
arrest warrants Wednesday in the
Madrid train bombings, seeking
six suspects in a widening probe
into the worst terrorist attack in
Spanish history.
The names and photographs
of the warrants for five
Moroccans and a Tunisian were
distributed by the Interior
Ministry. They included two
brothers of Naima Oulad Akcha,
the only woman charged in the
case so far, a court official said.

The warrants were sent internationally and not specifically to
Britain, Morocco and Prance,
contrary to eariier reports, a court
official said.
Earlier a government official
erroneously said that one of the
warrants was for Abdelkrim
Mejjati, a 36-year-old Moroccan
who was convicted in absentia in
the deadly bombings in
Casablanca last year, which killed
33 people and 12 suicide
bombers. Mejjati is wanted by the
FBI in connection with possible
terrorist threats against the
United States.

Spanish police have 19 people
in custody — 11 Moroccans or
Moroccan-born Spaniards, two
Indians, two Spaniards and three
Syrians. The nationality of one
suspect, whose arrest was
announced Wednesday, was not
released.
Fourteen of the suspects have
been charged with mass murder
or collaborating with or belonging to a terrorist group.
Interior Minister Angel Acebes
Tuesday identified the Moroccan
Islamic Combatant Group as the
main focus of investigation in the
March 11 bombings in Madrid,

which killed 191 people and
injured more than 1,800 others.
That extremist group isa foivrunner of Salafta Jihadia, which
Morocco blamed for the
Casablanca bombings.
At least five members of the
Combatant group, including
alleged leaders Nouredine Nfia
and Salahedine Benyaich,
trained in al-Qaida camps in
Afghanistan between 1999 and
2001, Moroccan officials said.
Spanish investigators have
analyzed a videotape in which a
man claiming to speak on behalf
of al-Qaida said the group carried

out the Madrid attacks in reprisal
for Spain's backing of the U.S.-led
war in Iraq.
In the investigation, Moroccan
Mustapha
Ahmidam,
and
Antonio Toro Castro, the brotherin-law of a Spaniard charged with
supplying dynamite to the
bombers, were questioned by the
judge Wednesday.
Ahmidam was released, and
Castro was ordered to return to
court on today.
Another Moroccan, Fouad
Almorabit, was re-arrested
Wednesday.
The radio station Cadena Ser

said one of the suspects who
went before the judge told him
the attack was motivated by the
occupation of Iraq and that
Britain, Spain and the United
States are held responsible.
Two Syrians arrested Tuesday,
Walid Altaraki and Mohamad
Badr Ddin Akkad, were set to
appear yesterday.
Interior Minister Acebes said
Tuesday said some of the chief
perpetrators were among those
in custody.

Turkish militants arrested
throughout Europe in sweep
By Selcan Hacaoglu
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stefan Medici AP Photo

TERRORIST ARRESTED: Prosecutor Nicola Miriano, center, flanked
by two unidentified officers, talks to reporters during a news conference in Perugia, Italy, yesterday.

Security forces crack down on militants
Searches,
no arrests
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AntMerronsm squads in three European
countries on Thursday arrested about
50 suspects as part of a European-wide
sweep against a militant Turkish Marxist
group - the Revolutionary People's
Liberation Party-Front or DHKP-C.
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ANKARA, Turkey — A sweep
against a militant Turkish group
netted more than 50 suspects in
three European countries yesterday in what experts said could be
the fruit of increased security
cooperation before the Athens
Olympics.
The suspects were picked up in
Turkey, Italy and Belgium after
security forces there and in
Germany and the Netherlands
launched raids against houses
used by the Revolutionary
People's Liberation Party-Front,
or DHKP-C, a Marxist group that
calls for the overthrow of the
Turkish government.
Turkey has been pressing
Europe to crack down on the
DHKP-C and other groups, and
the Europeans want Turkey to
seal its porous borders so that
Islamic militants do not sneak
into their countries. Suicide
bombers believed to be linked to
al-Qaida carried out four bombings in Istanbul in November.
"Turkish calls to catch and
extradite terrorists in Europe
went unheeded for years. Now
they started acting only because
they need Turkey's cooperation in
the fight against terrorism," said
Emin Demirel, the author of several books on Turkish militant
groups.
The U.S. State Department and
the European Union consider the

DHKP-C a terrorist organization.
The DHKP-C and its forerunner,
Dev Sol, have claimed the killings
of generals, police officers, government officials and foreigners
in Turkey. It has also targeted U.S.
military personnel and diplomatic missions.
Some DHKP-C leaders fled
Turkey after a 1980 military coup,
and hundreds of activists or sympathizers are believed to live in
Europe.
Istanbul police arrested 37 suspected militants yesterday, a
Turkish Interior Ministry official
said. He said 16 other militants
were arrested in Europe.
Officials in Italy confirmed the
arrest of five suspects, and
Belgian authorities said they
detained eight. Dutch and
German officials confirmed
police searches in their countries.
Dutch officials said there were no
arrests. A German prosecutor
could not confirm any arrests.
Turkey's semiofficial Anatolia
news agency said Avni Er, reportedly the head of the DHKP-C in
Europe, was arrested in Italy.
Turkish Interior Ministry officials
could not immediately confirm
that report.
Turkish and German police
have been preparing for yesterday's crackdown for the past year
and Italian police were later
involved in the investigation, the
Turkish Interior Ministry official
said.
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Red Wine Vinaigrette Club
Honey Mustard Ham

Gentian and Italian police discovered during their investigations that the DHKP-C was also
active in the Netherlands and
Belgium and coordinated the
European crackdown outside of
Turkey, the official said.
In Italy, about 100 police and
Carahinieri paramilitary forces
arrested three Italians and two
Turks on yesterday. All three
Italians are from the radical
movement
Anti-Imperialist
Camp, officials said.
Italian
Interior Minister
Giuseppe Pisanu said the operation broke up the movement's
cell in Perugia and showed that
Italian far-left groups "can get in
touch and cooperate with international terror organizations, driven by common anti-American
and anti-West inclinations"
There were no indications,
however, that the group was
planning an imminent attack in

Italy, said Perugia Prosecutor
Nicola Miriano.
In the Netherlands, police
searched five places at the
request of Italian authorities said
spokesman Wim de Bruin of the
Dutch national prosecutor's
office. De Bruin said evidence
was taken and will be handed
over to Italy.
In Germany, police searched
three apartments in two states, at
the request of Italian prosecutors
in Perugia, said Duesseldorf prosecutor Johannes Mocken.
Nihat Ali Ozcan, a terror expert
in Turkey, said "there was lack of
cooperation in the field of security and now they want to mutually
solve this problem quickly. The
rising terror risk during Olympics
is fueling this trend but the main
reason is they want to make sure
Turkey seals its borders and
cracks down on Islamic terrorists."

Turkish militant group on terrorist list
The US State Department and
the European Union consider
the Revolutionary People's
Liberation Party-Front, or DHKPC, a terrorist organization. It and
its forerunner, Dev Sol, have
claimed responsibility for a
number of assassinations and
bombings since the 1970s.
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Some attacks attributed to DHKP-C
Sept. 26,1990 Former deputy
director of intelligence agency
assassinated in Istanbul.

Aug. 19,1991 British businessman killed in Istanbul office

Fob. 7,1991 U.S. civilian
contractor killed at Incirlik Air
Base in Adana.

January 1996 Top Turkish
businessman and two
associates assassinated in
company headquarters.

Feb. 28,1991 U.S. Air Force
officer wounded entering his
home in Izmir.

Jan. 3,2001 Policnman killed
in suicide attack in Istanbul
police headquarters.

March 1991 American civilian
tied up and shot in his company
office in Istanbul.

Sept. 10,2001 Two policemen
and an Australian tourist killed
in suicide bomb attack in public
square in Istanbul.

SOURCE US. State Department Patterns of Global Temxism
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Southwest
Turkey & Bacon

FREE
GRINDER!
Buy any Whole Grinder
and Get a Half Grinder FREE!,
Buy a 6 inch get a 6
inch EREE with the
ipurchase of a medium
drink.
exp. 5/31/04
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Must present this ad.
Not valid with other discounts.
Dine-In or Carry-Out.
Offer expires on April 5th, 2004

(419)354-79001
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854 S. Main St.
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Casino Night
Union Multipurpose Room

4-8p.m.
Big Red Couch & Wax Hands
Sponsored by Union and Off
Campus Programs
Union Inbby

730 p.m.
UAO Movie: Shrek
Sponsored by UAO
Union Theater

!)::«) p.m.

UAO Movie: Shrek
Sponsored by UAO
Union Theater

730 p.m.
UAO Movie: Cat in the 1 lat
Sponsored by UAO
Union Ttieater

830 p.m.
Karaoke in the Nest
Sponsored by the Office of
Campus Involvement
Union Falcon's Nest

Sunday, April 4
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Brunch with Freddie & Frieda
Prior reservations were
required

730 p.m.
Treehouse Troupe 2004
Productions for Young
Audiences "Ashipattle and
the Giant Sea Serpent"
(Adapted from Scottish Folk
Tale by E Scolt Regan)
Based on a Japanese tale, this
production will recreatetraditional lapanese theatre that
combines beautiful effects
with the audience's imagination.
All Tickets $5. Call 372-2719
for reservations
Joe E Brown Theatre - First
Floor University Hall

11 p.m.
UAO Movie: Cat in the Hat
Sponsored by UAO
Union Theater
11 ii. m. - 4 p.m.

Face Painting
Sponsored by Uplift
Union Lobby
Saturday, April 3
11 a.m.-2p.m.

Carnival
Free Sponsored by the

Sponsored by the Office of

Campus Involvement
Union 202B
Community Room
2:00 p.m.
Treehouse Troupe 2004
Productions for Young
Audiences "Ashipatde and
the Giant Sea Serpent"
JoeE Brown Theatre First Floor University Hall

930 p.m.
UAO Movie: Cat in the I lat
Sponsored by University
Activities Organization
Union theater

8-11p.m.

372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
iittcpt .ul tern scmenis lhat discriminate, or encourage discrimination
aguM .my individual or group on
tnc basis of rate. sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disjbiht). Mains as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected statuv

In which
country is the
board game
Monopoly
outlawed?
a.
b.
c.
a.

The BG Sews reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such a« those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature.
All .kKcrtiscmcnts are subject to
f>liting and .ippnn.tl

LostFound

Russia
Iraq
Cuba
China

COAT FOUND
at Student Employment Thuts eve.
Please call to identity 372-2865

Services Offered

tKfn.j

Mini> corn dogs make menu

Classified Ads

2-3p.mPlanet Patrol - Kid Show (age
8+)
Multi-media show in the

RSA

Perry Field House

Planetarium, $1 donation
suggested
BGSU Planetarium
112 Physical Sciences lab
Building

J

IMPROVE YOUR
CREDIT RATING!
www.afsl.us'5626
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TREATS. FROM PAGE 12

which will also have cupcake
desserts to entice the little ones.
The Sundial Food Court located in Kreisher Quadrangle and
the dining center of McDonald
Hall will also serve special food
items such as "smiling" tater tots

and "mini" com dogs specifically
for younger guests Aside from
making this weekend's feeding
frenzy fun for kids, dining services' Chily's Express in
Commons will give any child
under 10 years old a free balloon.

CAMPBELL HILL HJUsdale
AlAK I

2 Bedroom
Townhouses

I o ^ - ^- Apartments

Furnished

• 1Half& Full Bath

Apartments

IJ

3 Bedroom
Townhouses

• Furnished

Heinzsite

1 Half& 1 Full Baths

• Full basement
Washer/Dryer
Hookup

• Washer/Dryer
Hookup

1 & 2 Bdrms
2 Bdrms co
and a b

ONLY ONE LEFT!

Starting at

Sibs n Kids Weekend
FREE GAME

- IN THE 2 BDRM:

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups

2 Baths

• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Full Basement

CALL 353-5800 Today!

v^ /

of things!

(Limit I per customer pei visit)
Valid 4/19/02-4/21/0^

PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North or B(i ofT 1-75)
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5; Sunday 12-4

1033 S. Main St • 352-5247

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

SPRING^

2ir? Uit-H pKRCHCISe. OF
ReGULCIRLY PRICED GCIMe

G IMC Live Well:
Student Discount

20% OFF
with student ID
(PKKRVSBUJti; LOCATION ONLY)

L*n«t or* pc cu«0>n*r
VtUS only M parbopatng fccjDom
Not rUO «tr« purchase or ranawal of GoM CwO
NWv«*dOurngGoWC«M»««* or*«*any
Other ofl»( a account Often carrot M
COfficarrt Eip«#» 5AM
COUPON *3M9

?W2 Carronaoa t

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
ASK ABOUT FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

COLUMBIA
COURTS
•
•
•
•

3 bedroom/ 2 bath
Furnished
air conditioned
Starting at <5jo(il"05
+ Utilities

• 3 Large bedroom/ 2
bath
• Furnished
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D.

FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
•fireplaces

>*

• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET IN SOME
UNITS

-

MERCER
MANOR

HEINZ
424&451Frazee

• Starting at.^/^-v
+ Utilities '.■''">„,•

■ UNTTS 49-72 HAVE

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D
• Starting at
+ Utilities

fr*P
"

S

■ FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET

Summer Listings Available

* Must have own Car*
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@b3net.b3su.edu
DEADLINE April 12.

Carports

Get into the

OF BoWLiHG FoK-you?

• Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
• Bonus Incentives
• April • August
• Valuable Sales Experience

• Carports

LiveWeli:

VARSITY LANES

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

Townhouses

+ Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc. (419)352-0717
www.qreenbriarrentals.com

SALES

Apartments

$900/month

+ Utilities
CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

Bedroom

Starting at

$750/month

CLOSE TO

-1 6 2Bedroom

Full Basement

• Air conditioned

710 N. Enterprise

Management Inc.

ML IN

' 445 E Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402
352-071?

Hours:
Monday I rid i
Saturday

T

I
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Personals

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

LIM^.

brought to you by
Campus Pollveyes
Big Screen TV
Happy Hours Daily 4 lo 8
Free Delivery 11 to 1 am Daily

352-9638
FALL 2004 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REC AND SPORT
MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH
OR ON THE WEB AND ARE DUE
APRIL 9
INTERVIEWS APRIL 13 4 14.

Wanted
Graduation tickets (or Arts & Sciences lor 9:30. Four tickets. Will pay.
419262-1853.
Subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm apt
May through Aug S585 plus elec.

Call 419-352-4757.

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING' $3O0/day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Lawn Chemical Technician (or
Knickerbocker Lawns. Previous experience necessary Call 352-5822
Mow ng and Landscaping
Call lor application 419-874-5006
ortolllree 1-877-285-6141
Roommates lor house Private Ddrm
w/d, quiet street 2 blks. S of campus
10 mo. lease Aug-May S325 & 1/3
Of util. 419-353-3348,419-326-7002.
Sports! Fun! Outdoors! Kida!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply: www.campcedar.com
SUMMERS
FULL TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB SEEKS OUTGOING
FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS. WILL
TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES
AS:
SERVERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS
LINECOOKS/PREP
HOUSEMEN/ PORTER
SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS
SAIL CAMP/ WATER SKIING
INSTRUCTOR
INCENTIVE PROGRAM/FLEXIBLE
HRS. EXCELLENT PAY!!!
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB OR
ROCKY RIVER, OH 44116
(440) 333-1310 EXT 225
Summer Day Camp Staff
Hiring now for summer for posilions
working with this stale licensed program. Seasonal, part time and full
time hours available in the following
areas: Group leaders and assistants
for children ages 18 months-14
years, teachers to work with children
with special needs in our mainstreamed environment, lifeguards,
maintenance staff, and a kitchen supervisor. S6-9 per hour Prefer experience and education working with
children. Apply at the Catholic Club,
1601 Jefferson Ave.. Toledo, Ohio
43624. The Catholic Club is a nonprofit, United Way agency, open to
all. Deadline, April 9th.

1 Summer & 3 Fall openings for
qualified So or Jr to work part-time
selling as an Advertising Executive
for the BG News. Real world experience wilh flexible hours. Must have
own transportation. Stop in to pick
up an application at 204 West Hall
SERVERS WANTED
Need a summer job?? Join Toledo
Country Club's Professional Waitslaff and earn $13 an hour in a great
working environment. Apply in person. Tues. - Fri 9-5, Toledo Country
Club, 3949 River Rd . Toledo. Ohio,
43614 or by fax 419-389-4577.
The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program for
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS from
Toledo, Ohio. We offer a six-week
Summer Residential Learning Community
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 26-AUGUST 8. 2004
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS
Bachelor's degree required in selected area of instruction. Instructor
may request class period. Same
class period each day- Monday
through Friday. Non-residential. Salary is $1200 per class.
Morning Session (830am-9:45am
or 9:45-11 Mam or 11 00 am12:15pm)
•Communications (debate, dramatics, or speech) linked with a
•Composition (three classes will
be offered) linked with a
•Social Studies (American his
tory, American government, or sociology)
Afternoon Session (1:45 -3:00 pm
or 3:00-4:15pm)
•Earth and Space Science
•Applied Mathematics
•Algebra
•Geometry
•Foreign Language (Spanish or
French)
RESIDENTIAL AIDES -Minimum
sophomore classification Must reside in campus housing with students. Cannpt be enrolled in University classes during employment period Responsibilities include, but are
not limited to:
(1) Assuring all students adhere
to the rules and regulations of the
Upward Bound Program and Bowling Green State University
(2) Assisting with a classroom
activity when needed
(3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours. Single room, board and
salary of $1500
Applications are available at the
Upward Bound Program office
410 Saddlemire Student Services
Bldg.
Can complete an application and interview in program office MUST
have a transcript (official or unofficial) to interview. Interviews will last
thirty minutes - 9:30am until 4 30pm
and will conclude on April 2.
MANDATORY staff orientations
on Saturday, June 26.

VAN DRIVER

part-time ProvWa

transportation to and from social
services agency. Must be between
the ages of 21 -65. possess a valid
Ohio drivers license & an excellent
driving record. 10-19 hours a week.
Must be available from 2-4 pm & 5-9
pm M-F. Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and cover letter to
lcjis_@cfC.wcnet.Qrg or Children's
Resource Center. P.O. Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Summer employment full-time. Get
a tan & work outside. Opportunity tor
advancement Make S3000-S5000.
Positions avail, throughout Ohio. Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro.com
SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity
Sail Swim

SUMMER CAMP JOBSI
Residenl & Day Posilions Available
June 14-July 31, 2004
Hiram House Camp (216) 831-5045
wwwhinunh

For Rent
"Efficiencies & studios avail, (or
lease by Ihe week, mo., sem. & year
All util- includ. Fully lurn, cable TV.
Please call 352-1520 (or more into
"Lg & sm. houses ind. leaseslow
as $220 mo., singles or groups
926-930 E Wooster. 6 bdrms
303 Merry. Lg. porch. 3 liv..5 bdrms
321 Merry A-D, 4-6 bdrm, gr shape
3071/2 E Reed St. 3 bdrm, w/d, gar
315 E.Merry dwn, 2 bdrms. incl util.
316 8311 E. Merry Apts. lg. 2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located al 316 E. Merry
#3 also Ell Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

1 bedroom apt 1082 Fairview Ave.
S390 mo. May - Dec.

Canoe

1, 2 S 3 bdrm. apts. at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.

Call 352-5239.

2 houses left, excel, loc. 3 & 4 bdrm.
W/D, A/C. gas. cable, roadrunner,
May or June. 1 yr. lease. 353-2382
2 subleasers needed May to Aug.
2 bdrm. Bottom of house $450/mo
353-3233.
2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heal.
water. & sewer.
3 bdrm.. Crim St., 1 1/2 blks Irom
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg. kitchen,
util. rm, w/d. S825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May . 419-352-7090.
3 summer subleasers needed from
May-Aug 1024 E. Wooster
Call Steve at 440-225-0288.
426 E Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
Avail 8/1/04. $375/ mo. Util. inc
353-7547 Days.
5 subleasers needed for May-Aug
517 Pike St. Close to campus, lg
house, own bdrm. Call 354-9547
721 4th St. 3 bdrm., 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail. May 15. $800
mo plus dep 8 util 419-353-0494

163 South Main Street

Mine entrance
Frequently
Combination of cards
Apple or quince
Spark producer
Logical starter?
Perelman. Barnum,
Goodrich, Doctorow,
Lawrence & Wyeth
Greek Aurora
M. Descartes
Itemizations
Puts on
Farm tower
Munro, Milne, Lang, White,
Mencken & Auden
Eagle's home
Imprudent
Old Olds
Forbids
Serious play
DC bigwigs
Infamous Amin

203 N. Main

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150 Jf
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Graduate Students
601 Third,1 bdrm.furn. 12 mo. lease
Undergrads
704 Fiflh, 2 bdrm.furn, 9-12 mo.
rates, A/C. shuttle
Seniors, Grads. Couple*
710 Seventh, 2 bdrm, unlurn. A/C.
dishwashers, shuttle, heal included
Let's talk...352-3445
K!K PROPERTIES
Summer leases still available
Avail. August 15th: Btic.- 1 1/2
Univ. Lane
1 bdrmt.: 130 & 134 1/2 Univ.
Lane; 403 S Grove: 521 Pike »B
2 bdrms.: 132 Ada Ave; 134 University Lane: 521 Pike *A
3 bdrm. houses:i Univ. Ln; 221
Leroy; 225 Manville; 625 N Main;
4/5/6 bdrms.: 303/305 S. Main;
622 Filth; 630 Elm
419-353-APTS(2787)
1135 N. Main St.. BG

Tlfpfia Omicron
<?i

Crystal Gee
Stephanie George
Meghan O'Neil
Chelsea Snyder

50CL

rnonthl

Male has room for rent (or a clean,
neat, responsible male. Furn. room
with treedom ot house. $200 deposit. $300/ mo. No other bills 354-6117
Room, in apt. I'm moving to Pittsburgh PA. Need to lind a new
leasee S326 mo. plus elec. & cable
Free high spd net. w/d. Sterling
Univ. Lease is from Aug. 04-May 05.
For more into call Jordan 419-7827835 or Cliff 419-214-6293.
Subleaser needed for summer.
Hillsdale Apts. Cheap rent. Email
ques lo kerpssi@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed. Great housing
1-2 bdrms. Avail, now. Call Sara at
419-512-5457
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Subleasers needed for 2 bdrm. apt
May thru Aug. AC. w/d. dishwasher
Call 419-308-0451.
Two bdrm. house. Close to campus.
419-376-3399
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apis, available

Call 419-352-9135.

1-2-3 Bit/mm Apartments

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

Management Inc.

entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

■ Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
17)

1

rut in swyri

wmwii

2

B QVPSVLAME

Management Inc.

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe
Studios/1bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

1 Homo Depot

N

t

FREE HEAT

419-353-7715

T.«

«..t ««.t i. f^:

HellBoy (PG-13)
(120) 420 7:10 [10:001.

Dawn of the Dead
(R)
(135) 435 725 [10:101

The Passion of the
Christ (R)
1:10 4:10 7:00 9:50

Management Inc.
Halnzslte Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at$415/Mo.

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
cy Rate $400

1 Efficiency Apartment Available for $285 per month
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V
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Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Management Inc.

Spacious, newly remodeled units!
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LARGE ONE
ITEM PIZZA

Management Inc.

month!
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Subleaser wanted May • Aug.
2 bdrm. duplex.
For more info, call 352-1995.

4773 or 265-1061

O / 7^ per

1

J
w a
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V

BGApts-818/822 2ndSt
2 BR Apts avail May or August
S490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apl. Rentals 419-352-8917.

Avail next school year. 2 bdrm.
upper, furnished. Avail. 6715 352-

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scott Hamilton
from only

■■
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Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets 353-8206

$

'Single Occu

O

H

For Rent

Heat, Water, Er Gas Included!

• NEW Kitchens with built in dishwashers & microwaves
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NHS s i o

1
8

For Rent

from only

Am
agement
352-4380

d

1

a

For Rent

641 and 702 Third Street

- —-• -

•1

64 Loamy deposit
65
-do-well

fR€€

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

2 Bedroom Apartments

J

ANSWERS

63 Gaze

S5.00 Minimum

In walking distance of Campus

• NEW Bathrooms

41 Oceans
42 Connecting rooms
43 Eliot, Marshall. Snow,
Lewis. Wells & Tittle
47 Overdue
48 Paris airport
49 Thread holder
52 Iowa State city
53 Debt chit
56 Lawrence, Griffith, Foyt,
Wodehouse, cummings and
King
60 Nobelist Wiesel
61 Warning
62 Nastase of tennis

Hillsdale Apt., 1082 Fairview

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Both, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease

38 Track event
39 Small and weak
41 La (Milan opera
house)
42 Spanish sauce
44 Stare angrily
45 Four-baggers
46 Says howdy
49 Stair
50 Legendary soccer player
51 Mutt of Garfield's jokes
52 1958 Pulitzer winner
53 Indolent
54 Tony's cousin
55 Over in Munich
57 Carrier from Tokyo
58 Arafat's grp.
59 Anais

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

Would like to
congratulate their
newest members!

KMtrMifani - Hi 2277

Stnrini Fin< Food Sinn 1972 ■■

33
34
35
36
37
39
40

2 bdrm. unfum. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve al 352-5822.

APARTMENTS

Ms

20
21
22
23
24
26

352-6414

From 11 din ffyjfy until 3 pm

Waterski
Outdoor Living
Rock Climbing
Ropes Initiative
June to August Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Gifls:
1-800-997-4347
p Com

1
5
10
14
15
16
17

1 bedrm.apt. across from campus.
Available August 2004.1 year lease
S350 ♦ utilities. 419-787-7577.

1023 Clough SI. 3 bdrm., 2 bath
1 blk. from campus. S1200 per mo.
419-340-8062.
12 monlh leases starling
May 15, 2004:
404 E Court - 2 bdrm. apt
2 person $550 + util.
420 S. Summit - 2 bdrm. apl.
2 person $460 ♦ util.
426 1/2 S. Summit - efficiency
1 person $265 + electric
530 Manville - 2 bdrm house
2 person $530 * util.
605 5th A • 3 bdrm. apt
3 person $720 + uti.
905 Mourning Dove - 3 bdrm. house
3 person $1050 * util.
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

Altar area
Karate school
Rascals
Hanoi holiday
Outrage
Strip blubber
Mah-jongg piece
Conclude
Final degree
Flunky
Roush and Hall
Time of fasting
Medical pers.
Bankrupt
Koran deity
Podium
Phony
"Casablanca" role
Custom
Leaders
Palmer of golf
Army bigwigs f
Artoo Detoo, e.g.
Write Eudora
Book before Joel
Part of N.YP.D.

ACROSS

1 bdrm. apt 326 N. Main St. Avail
beginning May Close to campus.
$290* util. Call 353-6357.
1 bdrm unlurnished apt avail immediately 1082 Fairview Call 3525822.

^709 5th Street A

JTOT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
37

PIZZO/

for complete listing
for next year.

Scooby Doo 2:
Monsters Unleashed
(PG)
(130) 430 720 [9:40]

Home on the Range
(PG)
(1:00) 3:00 5:00 7:35 [9:55]
Times BOOd 4/2/04 thru 4/8/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat. & Sun.
( ] Denotes showtimes that don't
show on Mon, Tues. Wed.
Thursday night Midnight
Showing ot HellBoy

»W^ rowKEc-RN rut:
1234 N.Meln StlHt. 25)
Bowling Green
Mall 419 354-4447
Movie Time. 419-354-0558
www.wcodl4rKltc.com .

